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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION
THERMAL IMAGING AS A BIOMETRICS APPROACH TO FACIAL SIGNATURE
AUTHENTICATION
by
Ana M. Guzmán Tamayo
Florida International University, 2011
Miami, Florida
Professor Malek Adjouadi, Major Professor
This dissertation develops an image processing framework with unique feature
extraction and similarity measurements for human face recognition in the thermal
mid-wave infrared portion of the electromagnetic spectrum. The goals of this research is
to design specialized algorithms that would extract facial vasculature information, create
a thermal facial signature and identify the individual. The objective is to use such
findings in support of a biometrics system for human identification with a high degree of
accuracy and a high degree of reliability. This last assertion is due to the minimal to no
risk for potential alteration of the intrinsic physiological characteristics seen through
thermal infrared imaging. The proposed thermal facial signature recognition is fully
integrated and consolidates the main and critical steps of feature extraction, registration,
matching through similarity measures, and validation through testing our algorithm on a
database, referred to as C-X1, provided by the Computer Vision Research Laboratory at
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the University of Notre Dame.
Feature extraction was accomplished by first registering the infrared images to a
reference image using the functional MRI of the Brain’s (FMRIB’s) Linear Image
Registration Tool (FLIRT) modified to suit thermal infrared images. This was followed
by segmentation of the facial region using an advanced localized contouring algorithm
applied on anisotropically diffused thermal images. Thermal feature extraction from
facial images was attained by performing morphological operations such as opening and
top-hat segmentation to yield thermal signatures for each subject. Four thermal images
taken over a period of six months were used to generate thermal signatures and a thermal
template for each subject, the thermal template contains only the most prevalent and
consistent features. Finally a similarity measure technique was used to match signatures
to templates and the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) was used to validate the
results of the matching process.
Thirteen subjects were used for testing the developed technique on an in-house
thermal imaging system. The matching using an Euclidean-based similarity measure
showed 88% accuracy in the case of skeletonized signatures and templates, we obtained
90% accuracy for anisotropically diffused signatures and templates. We also employed
the Manhattan-based similarity measure and obtained an accuracy of 90.39% for
skeletonized and diffused templates and signatures. It was found that an average 18.9%
improvement in the similarity measure was obtained when using diffused templates. The
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Euclidean- and Manhattan-based similarity measure was also applied to skeletonized
signatures and templates of 25 subjects in the C-X1 database.
The highly accurate results obtained in the matching process along with the
generalized design process clearly demonstrate the ability of the thermal infrared system
to be used on other thermal imaging based systems and related databases.

A novel

user-initialization registration of thermal facial images has been successfully
implemented. Furthermore, the novel approach at developing a thermal signature
template using four images taken at various times ensured that unforeseen changes in the
vasculature did not affect the biometric matching process as it relied on consistent
thermal features.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
1.1 General Statement of the Problem Area
This research aims at establishing a system for human face recognition in the thermal
Mid-Wave Infrared (MWIR) portion of the Electromagnetic (EM) spectrum. Facial
recognition has been implemented in the visible light portion of the EM spectrum.
Applications for face recognition can be found in the areas of entertainment, smart cards,
information security, law enforcement and security [Zhao, 2003]. Multiple algorithms,
techniques and systems have been created for face detection in areas that use cameras in the
visible spectrum. Cameras in the MWIR portion of EM spectrum are available at a much
higher cost than their visible band counterparts, thus much of the research done in human
face recognition in the MWIR spectrum is at its infancy. Machine recognition of human
faces has proven to be problematic due to light variability [Adini et al., 1997] and other
factors like difficulty detecting facial disguises. The use of thermal MWIR for face
recognition purposes solves the light variability problem as MWIR images are independent
of light sources; MWIR imaging relies on the heat radiated by an object.

Any foreign

object on a human face such as a fake nose is detected, as foreign objects have a different
heat emissivity than that of human skin. Human face recognition in the MWIR is a novel
and challenging approach in the field of facial recognition.
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1.2 Research Problem
The objective of this study is to design an effective algorithm that will extract vasculature
information, create a thermal facial signature and recognize the individual from a database.
Techniques used in the visible spectrum will be explored and adapted to meet the
requirements of MWIR images. In recent years, researchers have realized the potential of
thermal MWIR imagery for human identification using the vein structure of hands [Lin
and Fan 2004; Im et al. 2003], finger vein patterns [Shimooka and Shimizu 2004, Miura et
al. 2004], and vein structure of the human face [Buddharaju et al., 2007].

The research

performed by [Pavlidis et al., 2006] presents for the first time an algorithmic approach to
face detection using MWIR images. In this study we intend to create a new system that
will introduce new algorithms for feature extraction and recognition of human faces using
MWIR imagery that will meet the critical standards of size and orientation independence.
These algorithms should yield a robust and efficient feature extraction method, and higher
recognition accuracy.
1.3 Significance of the Study
Face recognition tends to be the most appealing biometric procedure as it is the most
natural process for human identification, it is the least obtrusive method and yet it remains
the most challenging modality [Zhao et al. 2003, Bhattaharyya et al. 2009]. The first step
in a biometric recognition or authentication system is face detection and feature extraction,
which are necessary to locate the face position and obtain the face features in the image
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for further processing. The features obtained are then fed into the critical step of face
recognition or authentication. The recognition or authentication process remains a
challenging endeavor for researchers due to the myriad of faces that can be considered and
the variability in the circumstances and ways under which the images of these faces are
taken.
Therefore, feature extraction and subject recognition are considered the two focal points of
this research. The system to be built will elaborate on how the learning and recognition
phases are integrated into one system as it seeks higher recognition accuracy and faster
processing time. The importance of this work relies on using the thermal MWIR portion of
the EM spectrum for feature extraction and matching of human faces under circumstances
that have proven unfavorable for visible spectrum systems.
1.4 Structure of the Research
The work presented in this dissertation consists of three major modules: (1) collection of
MWIR images, (2) feature extraction, and (3) feature matching.
Chapter 2 explains the fundamental concepts of thermal infrared imaging, which include
infrared radiation, electromagnetic waves, the electromagnetic spectrum, blackbody
radiation and emissivity. After a brief review on the basic concepts of thermal infrared
imaging this chapter introduces the main components of an infrared camera system. In this
second section of the chapter the following concepts are explained: camera design and
image formation, detector temperature stabilization and detector cooling, calibration, and
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camera software. Finally, the thermal infrared camera and computer installation are
explained as well as the protocol followed to record thermal images from volunteer
subjects.
Chapter 3 introduces the algorithm developed in this study for feature extraction using
thermal images. The thermal MWIR camera provides the ability to directly image
superficial blood vessels of the human face [Manohar 2006].

The pattern of the

underlying blood vessels is unique to each individual, and the extraction of this vascular
network can provide the basis for a feature vector. This module consists of facial
segmentation (separation of background and face) and separation of facial features. The
facial temperature information from a MWIR image is heterogeneous in nature; an
appropriate segmentation method has been chosen to successfully separate background
temperatures from facial temperatures. A robust localizing region-based segmentation
method [Lankton and Tannenbaum 2008] is used for this purpose. In this algorithm,
typical region-based active contour energies are localized in order to handle images with
non-homogeneous foregrounds and backgrounds. The next step is the segmentation of
thermal features, we use anisotropic diffusion to reduce noise and enhance edges in the
image [Perona and Malik, 1990]. This is followed by a white-top hat segmentation
technique to enhance the bright objects, which correspond to facial vasculature. Using
morphological operators a thermal facial signature is created. We also generate a template,
composed of four signatures, for each subject. The signature and the template are then
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used in the feature matching module.
Chapter 4 begins by explaining the concept of biometrics, its importance in our society
and presents an overview of current technology in the field. The field of biometrics is
closely related to the main work presented in this dissertation as it is our goal to use our
thermal facial signatures to create a robust multimodal biometric system [Chen et al.
2010]. The second section of chapter 4 introduces the concept of similarity measures (SMs)
for data classification. Basically, there are two types of SMs, type I and type II; section 4.2
will explain the difference between these SMs. In this section we’ll also present the SM
used for the recognition of the signatures and templates described in chapter 2.
In chapter 5 we present and discuss the results obtained after applying the SM algorithm
presented in chapter 4 to the signatures and templates in the database created for this study.
We also present similarity results for 25 subjects chosen randomly from the data set C-X1,
provided by the Computer Vision Research Laboratory at the University of Notre Dame.
Chapter 6 concludes the dissertation, describes potential improvements and future research
directions so that the subject recognition system could be extended to more application
fields.
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CHAPTER 2
Thermal Infrared Imaging and Experimental Set-Up
2.1 Fundamentals of Thermal Infrared Imaging
Thermal infrared (IR) imaging, also referred to as thermography, is a field that used to be
only associated with military and astronomy applications. However, in the past two
decades the field has been expanded to applications in medicine, biometrics, computer
vision, building maintenance, and many others. This chapter will briefly describe the main
concepts on thermography, the components of an IR camera, the equipment configuration
for this study, and the protocol used to collect data.
2.1.1 Infrared Radiation
Visible light, ultraviolet radiation, X-Ray radiation, IR radiation and so on are described as
EM waves in the field of physics. A wave is the disturbance of a continuous medium that
propagates with a fixed shape at constant velocity. The spatial periodicity is called
wavelength, λ (given in meters, micrometers, nanometers, etc.), the transient periodicity is
called period of oscillation, T (given in seconds), the reciprocal of T (1/T) is the frequency,
v (given in Hz). The multiplication of frequency and wavelength give the speed, c, of the
wave. The speed of propagation depends on the specific type of wave.
Light and IR radiation are EM waves, the disturbances are electric and magnetic fields.
The electric and magnetic fields are perpendicular to each other and to the direction of
propagation, this means that EM waves are transverse waves. The maximum disturbance
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of the wave is called amplitude. Figure 2.1 shows an overview of the EM spectrum
ordered according to wavelength, the IR region is emphasized.

Fig. 2.1 The electromagnetic spectrum and the thermal infrared region [Qi and Diakides
2007].
The IR spectrum roughly covers the wavelength range from 750μm to 106nm, for IR
imaging only a portion of this range is used. Typically the three spectral ranges used in
thermography are: the long-wave IR (LWIR), the mid-wave IR (MWIR) and the
near-infrared (NIR). Commercial cameras are available for these three ranges. Detector
technology is a major restrictive influence on the use of a given IR range for imaging. This
is a consequence from the physics of the detector and the transmission properties of the
atmosphere.
The most important process for thermography is thermal radiation. The concept of thermal
radiation implies that every object at a temperature higher than 0 K (-273.15 °C) emits EM
radiation. The maximum radiant power that can be emitted by any object depends on the
temperature of the object and its material. Blackbody radiation helps explain the radiation
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emitted by all objects. A blackbody is a perfect absorber and emitter of radiation and has
three main characteristics: 1) it absorbs every incident radiation, regardless of wavelength
and direction, 2) for a given temperature and wavelength, no surface can emit more energy
than a blackbody, 3) radiation emitted by a blackbody depends on wavelength, however its
radiance does not depend on direction. In nature no blackbody exists and thus a blackbody
is often realized by cavities whose walls are kept at constant temperature. The radiation of
a real object can be calculated by multiplying the blackbody radiation with the emissivity,
ε, value of the real object. Emissivity of an object is the ratio of the amount of radiation
emitted from the surface to that emitted by a blackbody at the same temperature. The
emissivity value is essential to IR imaging and depends on many parameters. It is of great
importance to know the emissivity value of the object under study during IR imaging. In
this dissertation we are imaging the human skin, whose emissivity value is 0.98; this value
tell us that the human skin is close to being a blackbody. In actuality, objects with high
emissivity values are called gray bodies.
2.2 Infrared Camera System
The main purpose of an IR camera is to convert infrared radiation into a false color visual
image. The main components of a camera are the optics, the detector, the cooling or
temperature stabilization of the detector, the electronics for signal and image processing,
and the user interface with output ports, control ports, and the image display (figure 2.2).
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2.2.1 Camera Design and Image Formation
Two basic systems exist for thermal imaging: 1) scanning system and 2) staring systems.
In a scanning system an image is generated as a function of time row by row; in a staring
system, the image is projected simultaneously onto all pixels of the detector array. The
Merlin™ MWIR consists of a staring array or also known as a focal plane array (FPA).
Figure 2.4 shows the basic components of a scanning system and a staring system.

Fig. 2.4 Basic components for (a) scanning system and (b) staring system [Vollmer and
Mollman 2010]
2.2.1.1 Focal Plane Arrays
In a focal plane array the detectors are arranged in a matrix of columns and rows. The
advantage of a staring system is that the detector array covers the whole field of view
(FOV) simultaneously. A focal plane array for IR imaging consists of two parts: the
infrared sensor made from a material sensitive to infrared radiation and a readout
integrated circuit (ROIC) made from silicon. The ROIC has two functions: 1) it does
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signal readout and 2) contributes to the signal processing with the signal amplification and
integration or with multiplexing and analog-to-digital conversion. The Merlin™ MWIR
camera consists of an Indium Antimonide (InSb) Focal Plane Array (FPA) built on an
Indigo Systems ISC9705 (ROIC) using indium bump technology.
2.2.1.2 Non-uniformity Correction
An FPA is composed of many individual detector elements having different levels of
signal responsiveness and offsets. The spread in gain and offset results in a spread of
detector signals for the same incident radiant power. If this non-uniformity of the
individual detectors becomes too large then the image becomes unrecognizable and the
non-uniformity has to be corrected, this is known as non-uniformity correction (NUC).
For most commercial cameras the NUC procedure is done during the factory calibration
process and the NUC parameters are stored in the camera firmware. The Merlin™ MWIR
camera allows the user to perform one-point and two-point correction in internal and
external mode. However is not recommended to do a two-point correction by the user as
the process is done using blackbody sources at the factory. Directions to perform a
one-point correction are found in the technical user’s manual of the Merlin™ MWIR
camera.
2.2.2 Detector Temperature Stabilization and Detector Cooling
For optimum operation of detectors in thermal IR imaging systems stabilization of the
detector temperature or detector cooling is necessary. During the early stages of IR
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imaging the MWIR range cameras used liquid nitrogen at 77 K to cool the detector. The
FPA in the Merlin ™ MWIR camera is cooled to a temperature of approximately 77 K
using a Stirling-cycle linear cryocooler that is thermally coupled to the FPA via a cold
finger. The Stirling cooler is a sealed refrigeration unit that uses helium as the working gas.
It does not require the user to refill the camera with cryogens such as liquid nitrogen.
Helium is used because it will stay in the gaseous phase at 77 K even at high pressures.
The cooler uses a compression step, followed by an expansion to remove heat from the
cold finger. The compression and expansion process is repeated at a rapid rate, resulting in
a low humming noise. The electronics in the Merlin™ MWIR camera control the
micro-cooler unit and achieves excellent temperature stability. The typical time to cool
down the FPA to 77 K is 7-8 minutes.
2.2.3 Optics and Filters
2.2.3.1 Spectral Response
Most cameras are characterized by a broad spectral response depending on the
characteristics of the detectors. The FPA in the Merlin™ MWIR camera is a 320x256
matrix of InSb detectors sensitive to the 1μm-5.4μm range. The standard camera
configuration incorporates a cold filter that restricts the camera’s spectral response to the
3.0- 5.0 micron band. Figure 2.5 shows the spectral response for other IR cameras.
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Fig. 2.5 Spectral response for various IR cameras.[Courtesy of FLIR Systems]
2.2.3.2 Field of View
The object field is transformed to an image within the field of view (FOV) of the camera.
The FOV is the angular extent of the observable object field. The camera optics allow a
change of the camera FOV. The Merlin™ MWIR has a 25mm lens and this yields a
22x16° FOV.
A brief overview of the main components of an IR system has been given and the
corresponding characteristics of the Merlin™ MWIR camera have been mentioned. Table
2.1 summarizes the Merlin™ MWIR specifications.
Table 2.1 Technical specifications of the Merlin™ MWIR
Thermal sensitivity
0.025 ° C (0.018 ° C typical)
Image frequency
60 Hz non interlaced
Camera f/#
2.5
Focus
Manual
Detector Type
Indium Antimonide (InSb)
Spectral range
1.5 - 5.5 microns (3-5 microns set by
cold filter)
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Array
y format
Integ
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Deteector cooling
g
Pixell pitch
Temp
perature meaasurement
Video output
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Size (H x W x L))
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od mounting
g
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o
Temp
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ge
Accu
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320 x 2256
5 μs - 1 6.5 ms
Integrall Stirling
30 x 300 μm
0 - 350 ° C
Analog video @60 Hz
S-videoo
Digital video
Digital video outpuut: RS-422
9 lbs.
5.5” x 55.0” x 9.8”
1/4” x 220” w/guide pin notch
Button panel & RS--232
0 ° C too +350 ° C
± 2 ° C,, ± 2 % of reeading

2.3
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unicates withh a Microsooft Windowss® PC throuugh a
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off FLIR Systeems]
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The specifications for the Windows® PC are the following: Intel® Core™2 Quad CPU
with a speed of 2.40 GHz, 3.0GB RAM, Microsoft Windows XP Professional v. 2000 SP3.
FLIR Systems provide their proprietary software ThermaCAM™ Researcher V2.8 SR-1
for recording or viewing thermal infrared images and video. This software was used for
data collection.
After the thermal images were obtained they ware processed using MATLAB® R2009b
and the FSLView tool in the FMRIB Software Library [Woolrich et al. 2009, Smith et al.
2004] for image registration. The data processing segment of this study was done on a
MacBook Pro running Mac OS X version 10.6.8, with a 2.16 GHz Intel Core Duo, and
2GB SDRAM.
2.4 Experimental Setup
For the purpose of this study we collected thermal infrared images from 13 different
subjects. The Merlin™ MWIR camera was placed on a tripod and a chair was placed in
front of the camera at a distance of one meter from the subject. The recording of the
thermal infrared images was done in a room with an average room temperature of 23°C.
Each subject was asked to sit straight in front of the thermal infrared camera and asked to
look straight into the lens and a snapshot of their frontal view was taken. This process was
repeated at least three more times in different days and times of the day to take into
consideration subtle variations that may occur. Figure 2.7 shows the camera set up for data
collection during one experiment aimed to extract jugular and temporal vasculature
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features.

Fig. 2.7 Merlin™ MWIR camera set up for data collection in the Center for Advanced
Technology and Education
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CHAPTER 3
Generating Facial Thermal Signatures Using Thermal Infrared Images
3.1 Introduction
Thermal infrared imaging currently has uses that go beyond the military field, for
example, during the swine flu outbreak of 2009 the government and airport personnel at
various international airports used thermal infrared cameras to detect possible cases of
swine flu [Hidalgo, 2009].

Firefighters and other first responders have used portable

thermal imagers to see through smoke, find the origin of a fire, and for the search and
rescue of lost individuals. In the medical area, thermal imaging is used to monitor some
physiological changes in human beings [Agarwal et al., 2007 and 2008] and other
warm-blooded animals [Reese,2006; Church et al. 2009].

Different studies using thermal

infrared imaging have been done to detect spontaneous emotional facial expressions
[Zheng 2006; Wang et al., 2008; Hernandez et al. 2007], skin tumors [Mital and Scott,
2007], frustration [Pavlidis et al., 2007], temperature increase on the ear and cheek after
using a cellular phone [Straume et al., 2005], as well as to recognize faces [Friedrich and
Yesburun, 2002, Bebis et al. 2006]. The list of applications continues to expand as the
technology to create thermal imaging devices continues to improve and the systems
become more affordable. The work in this dissertation focuses on thermal imaging of the
human skin to generate facial signatures, resembling fingerprints, for future
implementation of a biometric system.
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In this dissertation, we present a modified approach to detect thermal signatures and
introduce the generation of thermal facial templates. Together the thermal signatures and
templates are used for subject authentication or verification.
3.2 Image Processing
In this section we process the thermal images from 13 subjects, Figure 3.2 shows an
unprocessed thermal image from one subject. The process to record the images was
explained in chapter 2. The feature extraction process which is graphically represented in
Figure 3.3 consists of three main steps: image registration, thermal signature extraction,
and generation of template.

Fig. 3.2 Thermal infrared image of a volunteer
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Fig. 3.3 The three main steps to generate thermal facial signatures and templates
3.2.1 Image Registration
In this part of our work we first perform intra-subject image registration of the thermal
images. The intra-subject image registration process was achieved using the Linear Image
Registration Tool (FLIRT), designed by the functional MRI of the Brain (FMRIB) Analysis
Group at the University of Oxford, assuming the rigid body model option for 2D image
registration. FLIRT has been shown to be significantly faster and accurate in image
registration as compared to other techniques such as simulated annealing of the genetic
algorithms for Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) applications. However, the use of
FLIRT for registering thermal images as presented in this dissertation has not been
addressed before to the best of our knowledge.
We used four thermal images from each subject, one was chosen as the reference image and
the rest were registered to the reference image. The thermal image of the subject is taken at
different times therefore there are slight lateral and vertical shifts in the position of the
subject relative to the camera’s position. The FLIRT registration of these two images
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greatly depends on the parameters chosen for the registration task. The various parameters
that need to be addressed are: cost function, degrees of freedom (DOF), and interpolation.
The FLIRT algorithm aims at reducing an intensity-based cost function in order to register
the images. These cost functions include the normalized correlation, mutual information
and correlation ratio. The choice of the cost function depends on the nature of the image to
be registered in terms of size and gray scale, relative to other images. Also, since both the
input and the reference images in this case are of the same modality, a within-modality cost
function has to be employed to obtain better results. It was found that for the thermal images
under consideration, the ‘mutual information’ cost function gave us the best registration
results among the different options employed. The quality of the registration was inspected
through manual visualization by overlaying the original and the registered images.
The degrees of freedom (DOF) describe the search limits for the registration algorithm. A
complete registration of two images requires four DOF. Two of the four DOF are for the
two dimensions of the image, the third one for rotation, and the fourth one for scaling. The
FLIRT algorithm is employed thus using 4 DOF to achieve a complete registration between
two images.
The interpolation step of the process is only used for the final transformation, not in the
registration calculations. The interpolation step is used in order to obtain a final output
image after the interpolation step in case the registration needs to supplement missing
information from the surrounding pixels. Various types of interpolations can be employed
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but since the images are fairly aligned with only slight shifts in position, a simple nearest
neighbor interpolation was found to be sufficient.
Also, since FLIRT has been primarily designed for medical image processing applications,
it only accepts the reference images and the input images in medical image format. For this
purpose, each image is first converted to the Neuroimaging Informatics Technology
Initiative (NIfTI) format for image registration. For this purpose an in-house developed
script is used to convert the images to NIfTI and vice-versa.
An important task for the project was the automation of the registration process. The
automation process is required for the registration of the large number of images in the
dataset as well as for the registration of new input images. Since the entire processing was
carried out in MATLAB®, a shell script was created to interact with and control the FLIRT
algorithm through the MATLAB® environment. The shell script has the role of importing
the input and reference images, setting the parameters for the FLIRT and exporting the
registered image for further processing.
Figures 3.4-3.6 show an example where the subject position changed causing a vertical
shift in the image, note the shift at the bottom of figure 3.6. Registering the thermal
images to a reference thermal image of the subject facilitates the process of creating a
thermal signature.
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Fig. 3.4 Reference thermal image

Fig. 3.5 Non-reference thermal image
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Fig. 3.6 Registration of Figure 3.4 using FLIRT
3.2.2 Thermal Signature Extraction
After registering the thermal images for each subject we proceeded to extract the thermal
signature in each image. The thermal signature extraction process has four main sections:
face segmentation, noise removal, image morphology, and post-processing.
3.2.2.1 Face Segmentation
In this step the face of the subject was segmented from the rest of the image. The
segmentation process was achieved by implementing the technique of localizing region
based active contours in which typical region-based active contour energies are localized in
order to handle images with non-homogeneous foregrounds and backgrounds [Lankton,
Tannenbaum; 2008]. Localized region-based contours operate by growing an initial contour
selected by the user roughly around the face to segment the face region. The facial region
segmented in this study does not take into consideration the neck area of the subject. This is
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achieved by localizing the contouring algorithm to a neighborhood around the point of
interest with a localization radius of 5 pixels.
Let Ψ

x|Φ x

0 be a closed contour of interest. The interior of the closed contour Ψ

is expressed in terms of the smoothed approximation of the signed distance function given
as

Hф x

1,
0,

Φ x
Φ x
1

sin

,

-ε
ε

(1)

otherwise

where ф(x) is a smoothed initial contour and [-ε, ε] represents the boundary of the Heaviside
function. In reference to Eq.1 the exterior of the closed contour is given as {1

ф x }.

In order to model the energies of the interior and exterior of the contour for segmentation
purposes the well-known Yezzi energy is used [Hua and Yezzi 2003]. The Yezzi energy
defines a dual-front active contour, which is widely used for segmentation purposes in cases
where the solution may fall in a local minima and yield poor results.
The algorithm operates by first dilating the user selected initial contour to create a potential
localized region R for finding the optimal segmentation. Thus,
ф⊕S

(2)

where S is the spherical structuring element of the localization radius (i.e. 5 pixels) and ⊕
is the dilation operator.
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The algorithm proceeds by evolving the inner and outer boundaries of R to reach minima
where the inner and outer boundary contours intersect after applying a single iteration of the
algorithm called the dual-front active contour region growing technique. The newly formed
intersection acts as a new initialization and the process is repeated until the Yezzi energy
function is reduced. Figures 3.7 and 3.8 show the original thermal image and the result of
segmentation, respectively.

Fig. 3.7 Registered thermal infrared image

Fig. 3.8 Final face segmentation
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3.2.2.2 Noise Removal
After the face was segmented from the rest of the thermal image we proceeded to remove
unwanted noise in order to enhance the image for further processing.
A standard Perona-Malik anisotropic diffusion filter [Perona, Malik 1990] is first applied to
the entire the image with the segmented face. For image processing and computer vision
applications, anisotropic diffusion is a technique used to reduce the image noise without
removing significant parts of the image content, typically edges, lines or other details that
are important for the interpretation of the image.
The significance of the anisotropic diffusion filter in this particular application is to reduce
spurious and speckle noise effects seen in the images and to enhance the edge information
for extracting the thermal signature. For the diffusion filter a 2D network structure of 8
neighboring nodes is considered for diffusion conduction. The considered neighbors are the
north, south, east, west, northeast, northwest, southeast and southwest. The conduction
coefficient function used for the filter applied on the thermal images aims to privilege edges
over wider regions in order to enhance regions of high thermal activity associated with the
thermal signature. Thus, the conduction coefficient function used for the application is
given by Eq. 3
, ,
where

||

||

(3)

is calculated for the 8 directions and K is the gradient modulus threshold that

controls the conduction.
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The anisotropic diffusion filtering is an iterative process, where a relatively simple set of
computations is used to compute each successive image in the family, this process is
continued until a sufficient degree of smoothing is obtained, the filtering process here uses
10 iterations. The choice of the number of iterations was empirical in nature with studies
aimed to reduce spurious noise while at the same time maintaining the overall information
in the image. The requirement that the image does not lose the details of the structural
elements of the face, such as eyes, lips, and nose determines the upper boundary for the
iterative process.
3.2.2.3 Image Morphology
Morphological operators are based onset theory, the Minkowsky operators and
DeMorgan’s law. Image morphology is a way of analyzing images based on shapes.

In

this study we assume that the blood vessels are a tubule like structure running along the
length of the face. The operators used in this experiment are opening and top-hat
segmentation.
The effect of an opening operation is to preserve foreground regions that have a similar
shape to the structuring element or that can completely contain the structuring element,
while eliminating all other regions of foreground pixels. The opening of an image can be
mathematically described by:
ϴS ⊕S
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(4)

where I and Iopen are the face segmented image and the opened image respectively; ϴ and
⊕ are the morphological erosion and dilation operators.
The top-hat segmentation has two versions, for our purpose we use the version known as
white top-hat segmentation as this process enhances the bright objects in the image; this
operation is defined as the difference between the input image and its opening. The
selection of the top-hat segmentation is based on the fact that we desire to segment the
regions associated with those of higher intensity, which demark the facial thermal
signature. The result of this step is to enhance the maxima in the image. The top-hat
segmented image Itop is given by:
(5)
3.2.2.4 Signature Segmentation Post-Processing
After obtaining the maxima of the image we skeletonize the maxima. Skeletonization is a
process for reducing foreground regions in an image to a skeletal remnant that largely
preserves the extent and connectivity of the original region while throwing away most of
the original foreground pixels.
The skeletonization approach used in this study is a homotopic skeletonization process
whereby a skeleton is generated by image morphing using a series of structural thinning
elements from the Golay alphabet [Meihua et al., 2009].
Morphological thinning is defined as a hit-or-miss transformation which is essentially a
binary template matching where a series of templates L1 through L8 are searched
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throughout the image. A positive search results in a 1 and a miss results in a 0. This is
given mathematically as,
I
where

I

| I

x

(6)

is the hit-or-miss operator and Li is the set of structuring elements L1 through

L8. The first two structuring elements used for the skeletonization process are shown in
Eq.7.
1
0
0

1
1
0

1
0
0

0
0
0

1
1
0

0
1
0

(7)

The rest of the 6 structuring elements can be obtained by rotating both the masks L1 and
L2 by 90°, 180° and 270°. In Figure 3.9 we show the final result of the process outlined in
subsections 3.2.1-3.2.2.

Fig. 3.9 Result of skeletonizing a facial thermal image
3.2.3 Generation of Thermal Signature Template
Thermal signatures in an individual vary slightly from day to day basis due to various
reasons [Jones et al., 2002]. These reasons include:
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1) Exercise: Exercise just prior to image capture may result in variations in the thermal
signatures due to increase bodily activities.
2) Environmental Temperature: The environmental temperature from which the subject
arrives to the image capture room may result in change in thermal signatures in extreme
cases, therefore is necessary for the subject to be allowed to acclimatize to the temperature
of the room where the images are taken.
3) Weight: In some cases a weight gain or loss may results in a difference in the thermal
signatures, it is well known that fat tissue is a good insulator thus affecting the surface
temperature of the skin.
4) Health of the subject: The health of the subject is a parameter that could affect the
thermal signatures. A fever that results in an increased body temperature may change the
thermal signature.
5) Temperature of the imaging room: The temperature of the imaging room can have
effects on the thermal signature. Please note that in this study we have made efforts to
maintain a constant temperature on the imaging room and allowed the subject to
acclimatize to the room temperature.
Taking into consideration the various factors that may change the thermal signature on
daily basis we propose a technique of determining a thermal signature template, which
aims to preserve only the important characteristics in a person’s thermal signature over
time.
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The generation of a thermal template consists of taking the extracted thermal signatures
for each subject and adding them together. The resulting image is a composite of four
thermal signature extractions, each one slightly different from the other. By adding the
thermal signatures our goal is to keep the features that are present in all the images as the
dominant features that define the subject’s signature. We then apply an anisotropic
diffusion filter to the summation of the thermal signatures in order to fuse the predominant
features.

Fig. 3.10 Process used to generate the signature thermal template: (a) addition of four
single signatures, (b) anisotropic diffusion, (c) skeletonization
The skeletonization of the obtained diffused image results in a single thermal template for
that person, figure 3.10 a-c shows the results for the generation of thermal templates. For
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all future testing purposes a template database is created against which a newly acquired
signature will be tested. The testing process is explained in chapter 4.
3.3 Examples of Thermal Facial Signatures and Templates
The process outlined in sections 3.2.2 and 3.2.3 is applied to every thermal image obtained
from each subject. Figures 3.11-3.16 show the results of performing the described process
on three subjects, the images clearly show a distinct thermal template for each individual.

Fig. 3.11 Overlay of thermal signature template on a subject’s thermal infrared image
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Fig. 3.12 Overlay of thermal signature template (white) on four single thermal signatures
(red) belonging to subject in figure 3.11

Fig. 3.13 Overlay of signature thermal signature on a subject’s thermal infrared image
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Fig. 3.14 Overlay of thermal signature template (white) on four single thermal signatures
(red) belonging to subject in figure 3.13

Fig. 3.15 Overlay of signature thermal signature on a subject’s thermal image
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Fig. 3.16 Overlay of signature thermal signature (red) on individual thermal template
(white) of subject in figure 3.15
The presented examples show that thermal infrared images allow us to extract thermal
facial features through a set of integrated image processing techniques. The results also
show that the thermal facial signature among individuals is unique and there is little
change on its structure when the images are taken at different times, and through the
generation of a signature thermal signature we can observe that there are thermal features
that remain constant. These features that remain constant will allow us to match the
thermal signature to a specific individual. The implementation will then extend to a robust
biometric system.
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CHAPTER 4
Similarity Measures
4.1 Introduction to Biometrics
4.1.1 Introduction
There has always been a need to identify individual biometrics; however the means of
identification have changed drastically as populations have grown and as individuals have
become more geographically mobile. Biometric technologies have emerged as tools to
help identification in a global and mobile society. The term biometrics in the information
technology field refers to the distinctive use of identifiers or anatomical and behavioral
characteristics for authentication or recognition purposes.
Many identification systems comprehend three elements: 1) attribute identifiers (e.g.
Social Security Number, driver’s license number, account number), 2) biographical
identifiers (e.g. address, profession, education, marital status), and 3) biometric identifiers
(fingerprint, voice, gait). Traditionally the use of attribute and biographical identifiers to
verify a person’s identity was sufficient but with population growth and individuals
becoming more geographically mobile the need for a robust and flexible identity
management system has led to the proliferation of biometric systems. Current biometric
identification technology promises to strengthen the relationship between attribute and
biographical identifiers. It is rather easy for an individual to falsify attribute and
biographical attributes, however biometric identifiers are generally understood as more
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secure because it is assumed that a body identifier (fingerprint, iris, face, voice) is difficult
to falsify.
4.1.2 Biometric Recognition
A biometric identifier is the measurement of an anatomical or behavioral characteristic
taken from a living human body. Business and government institutions often rely on
answers to questions about a person’s identity to either provide or deny a service. These
and other institutions need reliable ways or methods for identification. Because biometric
identifiers cannot be easily displaced, forged, or shared, they are considered more reliable
than traditional methods. The objectives of biometric recognition are: user convenience,
better accountability, and better security. The fingerprint is the most widely known
biometric for identity identification, the technology, algorithms, and modalities in this area
are well explained in [Maltoni et al., 2009]. Advancements in other technologies and
modality areas have given way to the use of other traits as means of biometric
authentication, these traits include: face, iris, hand geometry, voice, signature, handwriting,
hand vein, DNA, ear shape, fingernail bed, palmprint, keystroke dynamics, and retina
geometry [Bhattacharyya et al. 2009, Delac and Grgic 2004]. In [Ratha and Govindaraju
2008, Jain et al. 2008, Wayman et al. 2005] a comprehensive and detailed review is given
on the current state of the listed biometric traits, algorithms and systems.
4.1.3 Biometric Systems
A biometric system consists of four modules: sensor module, feature extraction module,
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matching module, and the decision making module. Figure 4.1 presents a visual
representation of the four modules.

Fig. 4.1 Basic modules of a simple biometric system
In the sensor module, biometric data is acquired; in this study we acquired thermal
infrared images of 13 volunteer subjects using the Merlin™ MWIR camera, the process
was described in Chapter 2. The feature extraction module is where the acquired data is
processed to extract feature vectors; in our study we extracted thermal facial signatures
and created templates, the process was described in chapter 3. The matching module is
where the feature vectors are compared against those in a template; this module is
explained in section 4.3 of this chapter. First, we introduce the concept of similarity
measures in section 4.2.
4.2 Similarity Measures
4.2.1 Introduction
Similarity measures are basically functions that quantify the degree to which two or more
objects are similar to each other. The concept of similarity is very important in almost
every scientific field. In the field of mathematics studies of congruence make use of
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geometric methods to assess similarity in studies of congruence. Fuzzy set theory has also
developed its own measures of similarity, with applications on management, medicine and
meteorology. In molecular biology it is of great importance to measure the sequence
similarity of protein pairs [Ashby and Ennis 2007]. In image processing similarity
measures have been used for image storage and retrieval in databases [Jain et al. 1995,
Aksoy and Haralick 2001].

In this study we present a different approach to match a

thermal facial signature with its corresponding thermal facial template stored in the
database. We propose the use of a similarity measure based on the well-known Euclidean
distance to match a thermal facial signature to its corresponding thermal facial template in
the database.
4.2.2 General definition of Similarity Measures
Similarity measures are used in different domains and as a consequence their terminology
varies (coefficients of association, resemblance or matching), and some authors might
propose, independently, a similarity measure with different names. However , some
common properties are shared. In [Lesot and Rifqi 2009] three definitions of similarity
measure are presented, we summarize these in the next subsections.
4.2.2.1 Similarity Measure: Definition I
Definition1: Defining χ as the data space or universe, the similarity measure S can be
defined as a function χ × χ → ℝ that verifies the following properties:
•

Positivity:

.
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•

Symmetry: ∀x, y ∈ Χ, S(x, y) = S(y, x) .

•

Maximality: ∀x, y ∈ Χ, S(x, x) ≥ S(x, y) .

The first property establishes that a similarity measure is always positive for all x and y in
χ. The second property establishes symmetry when comparing x and y, this means that the
similarity measures have the same order whether one compares ‘x to y’ or ‘y to x’. The
third property tells us that the comparison of ‘x to x’ (i.e. identity) should have a higher or
equal value to the similarity value of the comparison ‘x to y’.
4.2.2.2 Similarity Measure: Definition II
The properties mentioned in section 4.2.2.1 are sometimes relaxed thus leading to a more
general definition. In 1977 Amos Tversky proposed the rejection of the of the symmetry
constraint. He argued on the directional nature of the similarity relation of the from ‘x is
like y’ [Lesot and Rifqi 2009]. Indeed this is true if for example x and y are two images
where x has more features than y, then the symmetry property for similarity measures does
not hold. It is important to introduce some notations in order to present the second
definition of similarity measures. Given two objects x = (x1,…,xp) and y = (y1,…,yp) both
belonging to {0,1}p, let X={i⁄xi=1} and Y={i⁄yi=1} be the set of attributes present in
objects x and y respectively. Similarity measures are often expressed as functions of four
quantities associated to the object couple (x,y).
•

a, denotes the number of attributes common to both objects: | X ∩ Y |

•

b, denotes the number of attributes present in x but not in y: | X - Y |
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•

c, denotes the number of attributes present in y but not in x: | Y - X |

•

d, denotes the number of attributes in neither x nor y: | X ∩Y |

These characteristics help define similarity measures that depend only on characteristics
that are either present in x or in y, but are independent of the attributes absent in both
objects. These kind of similarity measures are referred to as Type 1, Table 4.1 lists some
Type 1 similarity measures.
Table 4.1 Type 1 similarity measures [Lesot and Rifqi 2009]

It can be seen from the table that the measures follow a pattern and are defined as fractions
of a linear combination of a,b,c. They only differ through a multiplicative coefficient k in
the quotient ka and in the sum ka + b + c, the multiplicative coefficient k gives a variation
to the importance of the common and distinctive characteristics of the two objects.
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Tversky generalized the similarity measures shown in Table 4.1 using his proposed
contrast model [Lesot and Rifqui 2009] leading to the second definition of similarity
measures.
Definition 2: Given two positive real numbers α and

a Tversky similarity measure is of

the form:

∀(x, y) ∈ Χ 2 , STve (x, y) =

a
a +α ⋅ b + β ⋅ c

This contrast model defines similarity measures in a more general manner as it doesn’t
impose the symmetry property. The similarity measures in Table 4.1 can be obtained
through α =

= 1/k = 2-n .

A second type of similarity measures exists, these take into consideration all four
quantities (a,b,c,d) derived from the objects. Table 4.2 lists some examples of type 2
similarity measures.
Table 4.2 Type 2 similarity measures [Lesot and Rifqi 2009]
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The major difference between type 1 and type 2 similarities is that for type 2 similarity
measures the size of the universe influences the similarity. The reader is referred to [Lesot
and Rifqi 2009] for a more detailed explanation on type 2 similarities and to [Choi et al.
2010] for a comprehensive list of similarity and distance measures.
4.2.2.3 Similarity Measure: Definition III
In some applications (e.g. image and document retrieval) the user is interested only on a
list of objects that is similar to his request, ignoring the similarity score of each object.
It has been pointed out by [Santini and Jain 1999] that the relevant information is
contained in the ranking created by the similarity values and not the values directly. In
cases in which the ranking is more important than the actual similarity value the choice of
two or more similarity measures is of little interest if they lead to the same ranking. In
[Lesot and Rifqi 2009] they present studies that have studied the notion of order
equivalence, they conclude by defining two measures as equivalent if the measures induce
the same ranking, this leads to the third definition of similarity measures.
Definition 3: Two similarity measures S1 and S2 are equivalent if and only if

∀x, y, z, t ∈ Χ 4 , S1 (x, y) < S1 (z, t) ⇔ S2 (x, y) < S2 (z, t).
Similarity measures are often applied to binary data and numerical data. The similarity
measures presented in sections 4.2.3 and 4.2.4 deal with these two topics respectively.
4.2.3 Similarity Measures on Binary Data
The similarity definitions presented in section 4.2.2.1 – 4.2.2.3 are used in binary data.
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The binary feature vector is one of the most common representations of patterns,
measuring similarity and distance measures are of high importance in problems such as
classification and clustering. Binary similarity measures have been applied in biology,
ethnology, taxonomy, image retrieval, geology, chemistry, and ecology [Choi et al., 2010].
The application of similarity measures in these fields is beyond the scope of this work
however it was necessary to introduce the similarity definitions as they can be applied in
numerical data or data represented as real vectors.
4.2.4 Similarity Measures on Numerical Data
Section 4.2.2 explained the similarity measures for binary data and presented in Table 4.1
and Table 4.2 some existing similarity measures. In this section similarity measures for
numerical data are explained.

The data space can be written as Χ =

p

where p is the

number of characteristics. The main difference with binary data is the fact that the
attributes take their values from a continuous domain , and not from a discrete one. With
numerical data the position of two data cannot be characterized by their intersection, set
differences, or the intersection of their complementary sets. The information is reduced
and depends on a singular quantity that is expressed as a distance or a scalar product
between two vectors. For numerical data two types of similarity measures can be defined,
similarity measures deduced from dissimilarity and measures based in dot product. In the
following section we will turn our focus to similarity measures based on dissimilarity,
more specifically on distance based similarities.
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4.2.5 Similarity Measures Based in Dissimilarity
One of the classic definitions of similarity consists in deriving a measure from a
dissimilarity measure through a decreasing function; which is similar to formulate it from
a distance function. In many applications, e.g. stereo matching, not all points from object x
have a corresponding point in object y, due to occlusion and noise. Most often the two
point sets differ in size so a one-to-one correspondence does not exist between all the
points. In this case a dissimilarity measure is often recommended. The distances that are
often used to compare numerical data are the Lp distances or also known as the Minkowski
family. Table 4.3 lists the Lp distances.
Table 4.3 Distance measures Lp [Lesot and Rifqi 2009]

The most often used Lp distance is the Euclidean distance (L2). In section 4.3 we introduce
the distance-based similarity measure used for matching thermal infrared signatures to a
thermal infrared template in the database.
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4.3 Distance-Based Similarity Measure for Matching Thermal Signatures and
Templates
4.3.1 Introduction
Matching and dissimilarity-based measures differ mostly in emphasis and applications. In
brief, matching techniques are developed mostly for the recognition of objects under
several conditions of distortion whereas similarity measures are used in applications such
as image or document retrieval, for example a query image is a partial model of the user’s
desires and the user looks for images similar to the query image in the database. In our
study we make use of similarity measures because we are attempting to find a thermal
infrared template similar to the query thermal infrared signature. As it was shown in
chapter 3 the thermal infrared template is composed from features present in four thermal
infrared signatures, for simplicity from now on we refer only to template and signature as
it is understood that they thermal infrared due to the modality used to acquire the images.
4.3.2 Distance-Based Similarity Measure
The distance-based similarity measure used in this study is based on the well-known
Euclidean metric. In [Candocia and Adjouadi 1997] the authors established a matching
strategy to evaluate and confirm stereo matching, we use their stereo vision concept and
modify their algorithm for matching thermal facial signatures and templates. In [Candocia
and Adjouadi 1997] the authors use stereo image pairs and match features by dividing the
images into smaller windows, however in this study we apply the similarity measure to
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two different images and do not create smaller windows.
Given a signature, A (non-reference image), and a template, B (reference image), the
similarity measure between A and B is denoted by

→

. The similarity measure is

then computed by Eq. (4.1)
h

P
i=1 (Di +1)

S(A → B) = 

(4.1)

where P is the weight associated in matching a feature and is given by Eq. (4.2)

P=

1
min(N A , N B )

(4.2)

where NA and NB are the number of features i.e. white pixels in A and B respectively.
Parameter h is the minimum number of feature points found in either A or B, i.e.
h=min(NA,NB) and finally Di is the minimum Euclidean distance between the ith feature
point in B and its closest feature point in A. In computing Di the distance to all features in
A to those in B are computed, thus creating a vector of h Euclidean distances for every
feature point. The two features that correspond to the minimum distance

are then

matched, this process continues until all h features are considered.
The authors in [Candocia and Malek 1997] point out that the form in Eq. (4.1) is preferred
to other forms such as 1/(Di +1)2 or e-Di , however they fail to provide evidence for their
choice. We provide a brief explanation for the reason that lead us to keep Eq. (4.1) in its
simple form. The simple form is initially devised to quantify shape distance differences
between potential feature matches, where Di is the Euclidean distance between the feature
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points (pixels) being matched. The simple form is chosen such that this distance difference
is inversely proportional to the similarity measure, i.e., the bigger the distance difference,
the smaller the similarity measure.

Beyond this, it is important to note that Eq. (4.1)

takes into consideration that in real world images, small differences will always be there
even under the most controlled environments (due to the common effects of noise and
distortion), and thus such small differences are made to contribute to the evaluation of the
similarity measure.
The following example illustrates that form (4.1) , 1/(Di +1)2 , and e-Di behave in a similar
fashion, they only differ in the weight given to the distance differences reflected and
quantified by Di.
h

P
2
i=1 (Di +1)

S(A → B) = 

(4.3)

h

P
Di
i=1 e

S(A → B) = 

(4.4)

Assume that the minimum number of features, h, between two comparing windows is
found to be 10.

The first case in Table 4.4 shows that 5 of these features when

superimposed show perfect match (i.e., Di=0, q=1,2,…,5), and that the other 5 features
show the following pixel distances (D6=2, D7=3, D8=4, and D9=D10=1). Three more
examples are shown and their corresponding similarity values for Eq. (4.1), (4.3) and (4.4).
In Table 4.5, the Dis take on other different values so as to get a feel on the different
outcomes of these similarity measures.
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Table 4.4 Numerical examples for (4.1), (4.3), and (4.4).
D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 D7 D8 D9 D10 P/(Di+1)
P/(Di+1) 2 P/(e Di)
0

0

0

0

0

2

3

4

1

1

0.6783

0.5713

0.5939

0

0

0

0

0

4

6

8

2

2

0.6120

0.5294

0.5291

0

0

0

0

0

8

12 16 4

4

0.5646

0.5101

0.5036

0

0

0

0

0

16 24 32 8

8

0.5351

0.5030

0.5000

Table 4.5 Numerical examples for (4.1), (4.3), and (4.4).
D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 D7 D8 D9 D10 P/(Di+1)
P/(Di+1)2
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
0.5
0.25
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
0.3333
0.1111
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
0.2
0.04
8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8
0.1111
0.0123
16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 0.0588
0.0035

P/eDi
0.3678
0.1353
0.0183
0.0003
1.125E-06

4.3.3 Matching Thermal Facial Features
In section 3.2 we outlined the process to obtain the signatures and templates. We
proceeded to apply the similarity measure in the following order:
•

→

, where A and B are thermal facial templates.

•

→

, where A is the first signature set, and B is a template.

•

→

, where A is the second signature set, and B is a template.

•

→

, where A is the third signature set, and B is a template.

•

→

, where A is the fourth signature set, and B is a template.

We remind the reader that each subject has four thermal images taken at different times
from which we generated four unique signatures, so we have four signatures for each
subject. In section 4.4 we present partial results for the computation of

→

when

B is the template of Subject 10 in the database and A is the template for all subjects in the
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daatabase.
Th
he computatiion of STT, SS1T, SS2T, SS3T
erformed on diffused theermal
S , and SS4T was also pe
sig
gnatures and
d templates.. The signattures and teemplates weere diffusedd using the same
an
nisotropic difffusion algorrithm as desscribed in chhapter 3, thee diffusion w
was done priior to
ap
pplying the similarity measure
m
in (4.1).
(
The reeason for uusing diffuseed templatess and
sig
gnatures wass to create th
hicker featurre vectors annd test the pperformancee of the simiilarity
meeasure on th
hese new sig
gnatures and
d templates.. The resultss of this exxperiment yielded
hig
gher values of
o similarity
y, and the ressults are provvided in chappter 5.
4.4
4 Partial Results
R
of Applied Simiilarity Meassure
Th
his section presents
p
parttial results for
f the compputation of

→

where B iis the

tem
mplate of su
ubject 10 sh
hown in figu
ure 4.2, and A is the tem
mplate for aall subjects iin the
daatabase, show
wn in figuress 4.3-4.15. The
T images iin figures 4..3a-415a shoow the overllay of
B and A, the im
mages have been
b
resized
d to see moree clearly the overlay of tthe templatess.

Fig. 4.2 Template off subject 10
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Fig. 4.3
3 Template of
o subject 1

Fig. 4.3a Teemplate of suubject 1 (redd)
oveerlay with teemplate of suubject 10 (w
white)

Fig. 4.4
4 Template of
o subject 2

Fig. 4.4a Teemplate of suubject 2 (redd)
white)
oveerlay with teemplate of suubject 10 (w

Fig. 4.5a Teemplate of suubject 3 (redd)
oveerlay with teemplate of suubject 10 (w
white)

Fig. 4.5
5 Template of
o subject 3
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Fig. 4.6a Teemplate of suubject 4 (redd)
white)
oveerlay with teemplate of suubject 10 (w

Fig. 4.6
6 Template of
o subject 4

Fig. 4.7
7 Template of
o subject 5

Fig. 4.7a Teemplate of suubject 5 (redd)
oveerlay with teemplate of suubject 10 (w
white)

Fig. 4.8
8 Template of
o subject 6

Fig. 4.8a Teemplate of suubject 6 (redd)
oveerlay with teemplate of suubject 10 (w
white)
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Fig. 4.9
9 Template of
o subject 7

Fig. 4.10

Fig. 4.9a Teemplate of suubject 7 (redd)
white)
oveerlay with teemplate of suubject 10 (w

Template of subject 8

F
Fig. 4.10a T
Template of ssubject 8 (redd)
oveerlay with teemplate of suubject 10 (w
white)

11 Template of subject 9
Fig. 4.1

F
Fig. 4.11a T
Template of ssubject 9 (redd)
oveerlay with teemplate of suubject 10 (w
white)
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Fig. 4.12
2 Template of
o subject 10
0

F
Fig. 4.12a Teemplate of suubject 10 (reed)
overlay witth template oof subject 100

Fig. 4.13
3 Template of
o subject 11
1

F
Fig. 4.13a Teemplate of suubject 11 (reed)
oveerlay with teemplate of suubject 10 (w
white)

Fig. 4.14
4 Template of
o subject 12
2

F
Fig. 4.14a Teemplate of suubject 12 (reed)
oveerlay with teemplate of suubject 10 (w
white)
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Fig.
F 4.15 Theermal templaate of subjecct 13.

F
Fig. 4.15a Teemplate of suubject 13 (reed)
oveerlay with teemplate of suubject 10 (w
white)

In Table 4.4 we
w show th
he similarity values obtaained from applying thhe distance-bbased
sim
milarity meaasure betweeen the refereence templatte of subjectt 10 and the templates ffor all
sub
bjects in thee database. The values show that the templatee for subjecct 10 is corrrectly
maatched to its own templaate with a siimilarity valuue of 1 or 100%. The nnext highest vvalue
is 0.3414 or 34
4.14% similaarity between subject 100 and 11.
Table 4.4 Similarity
y values for T
Template vs. Template
Template Subject 10 aas reference.
Tem
mplate
S
Similarity Vaalue
Subject 10
1.0000
Subject 11
0.3414
Subject 2
0.3082
Subject 3
0.3057
Subject 9
0.2872
Subject 6
0.2841
Subject 8
0.2825
Subject 4
0.2815
Subject 13
0.2832
Subject 7
0.2649
Subject 12
2
0.2640
Subject 5
0.2609
We
W also obtaiined the sim
milarity valu
ues betweenn templates and signatuures from alll the
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subjects in the database. In table 4.5 we provide the similarity values for a single subject
using the template of subject 10 as the reference image, and thermal facial signatures from
all subjects in the database as the non-reference images.
Table 4.5 Similarity values for Signature vs. Template
Template Subject 10 as
Signature
reference.
Similarity Value
Subject 10
0.4354
Subject 4
0.3111
Subject 2
0.3053
Subject 5
0.2920
Subject 6
0.2906
Subject 12
0.2876
Subject 10
0.2843
Subject 11
0.2732
Subject 1
0.2706
Subject 3
0.2599
Subject 13
0.2466
Subject 8
0.2417
Subject 7
0.2282
The results show that the highest similarity value, 0.4354 or 43.54%, is obtained between
the signature and the template of subject 10, this is a positive match. The similarity value
for the positive match between template and signature for subject 10 is less than the
positive match between the templates for subject 10, this is expected as the template vs.
template similarity is a one-to-one match and thus the resulting distance between features
is zero. However when the template and the signature are compared the one-to-one
correspondence no longer exists. In chapter 5 we present and discuss the similarity values
obtained for all subjects in the database.
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Chapter 5
Results and Discussion
5.1 Introduction
In chapter 4 the procedure for feature matching using the similarity measure (4.1) on
templates and signatures was presented. In this chapter we present and discuss our results.
In section 5.2 the similarity values for skeletonized templates and signatures are presented.
In section 5.3 we present the similarity results for diffused templates and signatures. In
section 5.4 we present intra-subject similarity results.
5.2 Inter-Subject Results for Skeletonized Templates and Signatures
5.2.1 Similarity Results for Matching Template to Templates
The similarity values for this section are given in tables 5.1 – 5.5, the values in the tables
are arranged by subject number. In Table 5.1 we present the similarity values for matching
template to template for all subjects, we note that when each subject’s template is
compared to itself the similarity value is 1, in this case we obtained a positive match for
all subjects, thus attaining an accuracy rate of 100%.
→ , where A and B are templates.
Table 5.1 Similarity values for
Accuracy 100%
Subj01 Subj02 Subj03 Subj04 Subj05 Subj06
T-Subj01
1.0000 0.3052 0.3378 0.2899 0.3468 0.3614
T-Subj02
0.2488 1.0000 0.2248 0.2331 0.2587 0.2538
T-Subj03
0.3114 0.2355 1.0000 0.2615 0.2834 0.2933
T-Subj04
0.2840 0.2752 0.2657 1.0000 0.3020 0.3239
T-Subj05
0.3219 0.2837 0.2857 0.2954 1.0000 0.3236
T-Subj06
0.3659 0.3149 0.3114 0.3325 0.3423 1.0000
T-Subj07
0.3117 0.3079 0.3280 0.3194 0.3118 0.3248
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T-Subj08
T-Subj09
T-Subj10
T-Subj11
T-Subj12
T-Subj13

T-Subj01
T-Subj02
T-Subj03
T-Subj04
T-Subj05
T-Subj06
T-Subj07
T-Subj08
T-Subj09
T-Subj10
T-Subj11
T-Subj12
T-Subj13

Subj01
0.3686
0.2787
0.2724
0.2045
0.3554
0.2725
Subj07
0.2456
0.2037
0.2642
0.2758
0.2294
0.2814
1.0000
0.2972
0.2318
0.2649
0.1962
0.2817
0.2850

Subj02
0.3193
0.2978
0.3082
0.3107
0.2653
0.2800

Subj08
0.3563
0.2389
0.2764
0.3111
0.2893
0.3440
0.3255
1.0000
0.2592
0.2825
0.1791
0.2849
0.2984

Subj03
0.3133
0.2673
0.3057
0.1933
0.3310
0.2461

Subj09
0.3041
0.2747
0.2670
0.3220
0.3239
0.3546
0.3213
0.3015
1.0000
0.2872
0.2627
0.3116
0.2800

Subj04
0.3300
0.3188
0.2815
0.2226
0.2906
0.3247

Subj10
0.3090
0.2780
0.3087
0.2882
0.2665
0.3058
0.3201
0.3061
0.2847
1.0000
0.2806
0.2937
0.2788

Subj05
0.3149
0.3196
0.2609
0.2630
0.3098
0.2541

Subj11
0.2876
0.3480
0.2421
0.2904
0.3113
0.3122
0.3266
0.2460
0.3513
0.3414
1.0000
0.2602
0.2671

Subj06
0.3542
0.3232
0.2841
0.2250
0.3096
0.2792

Subj12
0.3469
0.2209
0.2895
0.2682
0.2834
0.3034
0.3249
0.2864
0.2967
0.2640
0.1929
1.0000
0.2915

Subj13
0.2782
0.2165
0.2241
0.3147
0.2361
0.2857
0.3235
0.3228
0.2379
0.2832
0.1709
0.3006
1.0000

In figure 5.1a we show the overlay for the template of subject 1 to its own template and in
figure 5.1b we show the overlay for the template of subject 1 to the template of subject 11.
Note that the overlay of templates of the same subject are a perfect match thus the overlay
shows only one color, when two different templates are overlaid then the reference
template is shown in white and the non-reference template is shown in red. A similarity
value of 1 or 100% means that the distances between corresponding features is zero, this is
illustrated by figure 5.1a. We note that the number of features is also the same. As it will
be shown in the following sections of this chapter the challenge lays on matching the
signatures to their corresponding templates as the number and location of features differ
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slightly.

(a)
(b)
Fig. 5.1 Overlay of templates of (a) subject 1 to its own template and (b) subject 1
template (white) to the template of subject 11 (red)
Tables 5.2-5.5 present the similarity values for matching signatures to templates, the
values in the tables are arranged by subject number, we kept this arrangement to be
consistent with Table 5.1 and for simplicity in presenting our results. The diagonal values
have been highlighted in yellow, when the value in the diagonal is not the highest for a
given subject then the highest value is shown in red and the match is referred to as a
negative match. We also provide, for illustrative purposes, images for positive matches
and negative matches.
5.2.2 Similarity Results for Matching the First Signature Set to Templates
In table 5.2 we have listed the similarity values for

→

, matching the first

signature set to the templates. The values in the diagonal for this case are not 1, the
diagonal values range from 0.3097 to 0.6158, we observe that the diagonal values are the
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highest values for subject 1 through subject 12 thus leading to a positive match between
the signature and templates of these subjects. The similarity value for subject 13 is 0.3097,
in the corresponding column we find that the highest value is 0.3108 this means that the
first signature of subject 13 was negatively matched to the template of subject 12. In this
case 12 subjects were positively matched, thus obtaining an accuracy rate of 92.31%.
Table 5.2 Similarity values for
→ , where A is the first signature set, and
B is a thermal facial template. Accuracy 92.31%
Subj01 Subj02 Subj03 Subj04 Subj05 Subj06
T-Subj01
0.4957 0.3024 0.3500 0.2999 0.3256 0.3387
T-Subj02
0.2089 0.4115 0.2138 0.2263 0.2644 0.2244
T-Subj03
0.3231 0.2823 0.4635 0.2738 0.3016 0.2764
T-Subj04
0.2642 0.2858 0.2845 0.4916 0.3312 0.3061
T-Subj05
0.2828 0.2637 0.2610 0.2986 0.3740 0.3343
T-Subj06
0.3221 0.3174 0.3207 0.3293 0.3510 0.5043
T-Subj07
0.3199 0.2964 0.3026 0.2990 0.3095 0.3281
T-Subj08
0.3149 0.2921 0.3000 0.3334 0.3180 0.3350
T-Subj09
0.2706 0.3053 0.2599 0.3111 0.2920 0.2906
T-Subj10
0.2773 0.3184 0.2974 0.2715 0.2824 0.2746
T-Subj11
0.2184 0.2990 0.2040 0.2039 0.2464 0.2311
T-Subj12
0.3536 0.2851 0.2845 0.3122 0.3072 0.3218
T-Subj13
0.2696 0.2952 0.2833 0.2888 0.2936 0.2547

T-Subj01
T-Subj02
T-Subj03
T-Subj04
T-Subj05
T-Subj06
T-Subj07
T-Subj08
T-Subj09
T-Subj10

Subj07
0.2261
0.1779
0.2617
0.2483
0.2065
0.2422
0.4178
0.2769
0.2282
0.2449

Subj08
0.2852
0.2138
0.2489
0.2880
0.2817
0.3022
0.3349
0.4648
0.2417
0.2505

Subj09
0.2993
0.2144
0.2834
0.3246
0.3240
0.3391
0.3228
0.2822
0.4354
0.2797
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Subj10
0.2940
0.2718
0.3075
0.2917
0.2682
0.2956
0.3258
0.2776
0.2843
0.4416

Subj11
0.2528
0.3181
0.2600
0.2728
0.2898
0.3174
0.3154
0.2893
0.2732
0.2851

Subj12
0.3420
0.1975
0.2859
0.2806
0.2880
0.3306
0.3110
0.3050
0.2876
0.2597

Subj13
0.2951
0.2087
0.2550
0.2620
0.2682
0.3029
0.2947
0.3096
0.2466
0.2699

T-Subj11
T-Subj12
T-Subj13

Subj07
0.1668
0.2470
0.2703

Subj08
0.1730
0.3249
0.3050

Subj09
0.2651
0.3169
0.2868

Subj10
0.2659
0.2993
0.2923

Subj11
0.3376
0.2702
0.2648

Subj12
0.1983
0.6158
0.2698

Subj13
0.1959
0.3108
0.3097

In figure 5.2 we show the overlay of the template and signature corresponding to a
positive match for subjects 12, 6 and 1, these subjects had the highest similarity values in
table 5.2, [0.6158, 0.5043, 0.4957] respectively. The templates are shown in white and the
signatures are shown in red.

(a)
(b)
(c)
Fig. 5.2 Overlay of template (white) and signature (red) for positive match of (a) subject
12, (b) subject 6, and (c) subject 1, with similarity values of [0.6158, 0.5043, 0.4957],
respectively
In figure 5.3 we present the overlay of the template and signature for the negative match
of subject 13. In this case figure 5.3a shows the overlay of the template and signature of
subject 13, similarity value is 0.3097. Figure 5.3b shows the overlay of the template for
subject 12 to which the signature of subject 13 was negatively matched with a similarity
value of 0.3108. The templates are shown in white and the signatures are shown in red.
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(a)
(b)
Fig. 5.3 (a) Subject 13’s overlay of its own template (white) and signature (red), similarity
value 0.3097, (b) negative match of the signature of subject 13 to the template of subject
12 with a similarity value of 0.3108
5.2.3 Similarity Results for Matching the Second Signature Set to Templates
In table 5.3 we have listed the similarity values for

→

, matching the second set

of signatures to the templates. The range of the similarity values in the diagonal is
0.2972-0.5806, we observe that these values are the highest for ten subjects: 1, 2, 4-8,
10-12. Subjects 3, 9 and 13 were negatively matched to the templates of subjects 12, 2 and
7 respectively. We obtained an accuracy rate of 76.92% for this case.
→ , A is the second signature set, and B
Table 5.3 Similarity values for
is a template. Accuracy 76.92%
Subj01 Subj02 Subj03 Subj04 Subj05 Subj06
T-Subj01
0.4064 0.2640 0.3304 0.3043 0.3263 0.3269
T-Subj02
0.1997 0.3644 0.2248 0.2457 0.2358 0.2292
T-Subj03
0.3141 0.2370 0.3001 0.2593 0.2859 0.2883
T-Subj04
0.2602 0.2933 0.2920 0.4161 0.3154 0.3191
T-Subj05
0.2766 0.2871 0.2768 0.2909 0.3784 0.3396
T-Subj06
0.3037 0.3136 0.3135 0.3410 0.3509 0.5806
T-Subj07
0.3391 0.2843 0.3168 0.3050 0.3103 0.3377
T-Subj08
0.3158 0.2769 0.3066 0.3506 0.3028 0.3340
T-Subj09
0.2505 0.2862 0.2792 0.2741 0.3074 0.3135
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T-Subj10
T-Subj11
T-Subj12
T-Subj13

T-Subj01
T-Subj02
T-Subj03
T-Subj04
T-Subj05
T-Subj06
T-Subj07
T-Subj08
T-Subj09
T-Subj10
T-Subj11
T-Subj12
T-Subj13

Subj01
0.2861
0.2094
0.3457
0.2964

Subj07
0.2321
0.1931
0.2631
0.2462
0.2077
0.2562
0.4345
0.2832
0.2270
0.2600
0.1727
0.2629
0.2806

Subj02
0.3100
0.2908
0.2777
0.2661

Subj08
0.2771
0.2102
0.2655
0.2864
0.2803
0.3031
0.3387
0.4351
0.2450
0.2454
0.1794
0.3321
0.3076

Subj03
0.2729
0.2154
0.3541
0.2572

Subj09
0.2564
0.3233
0.2321
0.2747
0.2611
0.3114
0.3118
0.2575
0.2972
0.3069
0.2564
0.2774
0.2755

Subj04
0.2775
0.1894
0.3128
0.2952

Subj10
0.2885
0.2509
0.3093
0.2799
0.2608
0.3075
0.3295
0.2883
0.2870
0.4389
0.2626
0.3129
0.2727

Subj05
0.2778
0.2446
0.3027
0.2721

Subj11
0.2715
0.3172
0.2767
0.2550
0.2965
0.3111
0.3129
0.2785
0.2847
0.3076
0.3314
0.2728
0.2812

Subj06
0.2658
0.2341
0.3318
0.2541

Subj12
0.3506
0.2067
0.2753
0.2792
0.2878
0.3253
0.3042
0.2987
0.2805
0.2655
0.2106
0.5661
0.2679

Subj13
0.2837
0.2521
0.2864
0.2763
0.2970
0.2592
0.3356
0.3252
0.2775
0.2766
0.2115
0.2785
0.3311

In figure 5.4 we show the overlay of the template and signature corresponding to a
positive match for subjects 12, 6 and 8, these subjects had the highest similarity values in
table 5.3, [0.5661 0.5806, 0.4351] respectively. The templates are shown in white and the
signatures are shown in red.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Fig. 5.4 Overlay of template (white) and signature (red) for positive match of (a) subject
12, (b) subject 6, and (c) subject 8, with similarity values of [0.5661 0.5806, 0.4351]
respectively
In figure 5.5 we present the overlay of the template and signature for the negative match
of subject 3. In this case figure 5.5a shows the overlay of the template and signature of
subject 3, similarity value is 0.3001. Figure 5.5b shows the overlay of the template for
subject 12 to which the signature of subject 3 was negatively matched with a similarity
value of 0.3541. The templates are shown in white and the signatures are shown in red.

(a)
(b)
Fig. 5.5 (a) Subject 3’s overlay of its own template and signature, similarity value 0.3001.
(b) negative match of the signature of subject 3 to the template of subject 12 with a
similarity value of 0.3541.
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5.2.4 Similarity Results for Matching the Third Signature Set to Templates
In table 5.4 we have listed the similarity values for

→

, matching the third set

of signatures to the templates. The diagonal values in this table ranges from 0.2936 to
0.5132, in this case we notice that there is only one negative match, the third signature of
subject 9 is matched to the template of subject 7. The signatures of the other twelve
subjects are positively matched to their corresponding template, thus obtaining an
accuracy rate of 92.31%.
In figure 5.6 we show the overlay of the template and signature corresponding to a
positive match for subjects 12, 4 and 6, these subjects had the highest similarity values in
table 5.4, [0.5132, 0.4606, 0.4556] respectively. The templates are shown in white and the
signatures are shown in red.
→ , where A is the third signature set,
Table 5.4 Similarity values for
and B is a thermal facial template. Accuracy 92.31%
Subj01 Subj02 Subj03 Subj04 Subj05 Subj06
T-Subj01
0.4190 0.2724 0.3080 0.2822 0.3119 0.2942
T-Subj02
0.2464 0.3898 0.2068 0.2147 0.2785 0.2978
T-Subj03
0.2583 0.2427 0.3883 0.2765 0.2702 0.2647
T-Subj04
0.2962 0.2828 0.2877 0.4606 0.2924 0.3159
T-Subj05
0.3465 0.2583 0.2619 0.2746 0.4502 0.3015
T-Subj06
0.3702 0.3110 0.2974 0.3080 0.3507 0.4556
T-Subj07
0.3168 0.2783 0.3324 0.3127 0.3218 0.3329
T-Subj08
0.3338 0.2974 0.2820 0.3211 0.2961 0.3406
T-Subj09
0.2917 0.2802 0.2749 0.3144 0.2961 0.3162
T-Subj10
0.2175 0.3095 0.2770 0.2864 0.2622 0.2710
T-Subj11
0.2232 0.2657 0.1830 0.2124 0.2736 0.2433
T-Subj12
0.3430 0.2729 0.3487 0.2876 0.3016 0.3046
T-Subj13
0.2457 0.2707 0.2452 0.3071 0.2613 0.3040
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T-Subj01
T-Subj02
T-Subj03
T-Subj04
T-Subj05
T-Subj06
T-Subj07
T-Subj08
T-Subj09
T-Subj10
T-Subj11
T-Subj12
T-Subj13

Subj07
0.2651
0.2088
0.2910
0.2752
0.2471
0.2579
0.3836
0.2917
0.2408
0.2640
0.1930
0.2894
0.2901

Subj08
0.2741
0.2095
0.2643
0.2715
0.2545
0.2773
0.3163
0.3771
0.2528
0.2674
0.1873
0.3287
0.2623

Subj09
0.2465
0.1860
0.2234
0.2535
0.2322
0.2560
0.3346
0.2871
0.2936
0.2158
0.1632
0.2980
0.2435

Subj10
0.2549
0.2693
0.2855
0.2692
0.2612
0.2968
0.3077
0.3079
0.2442
0.3565
0.2771
0.3150
0.2557

Subj11
0.2722
0.2949
0.2625
0.2624
0.2988
0.2998
0.3039
0.2611
0.3075
0.3110
0.3810
0.2701
0.2701

Subj12
0.3389
0.2292
0.2811
0.2827
0.2986
0.3337
0.3168
0.2956
0.2892
0.2720
0.2138
0.5132
0.2803

Subj13
0.2331
0.1707
0.2257
0.2843
0.2167
0.2602
0.3347
0.2884
0.2454
0.2553
0.1703
0.2982
0.3711

(a)
(b)
(c)
Fig. 5.6 Overlay of template (white) and signature (red) for positive match of (a) subject
12, (b) subject 4, and (c) subject 6, with similarity values of [0.5132, 0.4606, 0.4556]
respectively
In figure 5.7 we present the overlay of the template and signature for the negative match
of subject 9. In this case figure 5.7a shows the overlay of the template and signature of
subject 9, similarity value is 0.2936. Figure 5.7b shows the overlay for the template of
subject 7 to which the signature of subject 9 was negatively matched with a similarity
value of 0.3346. The templates are shown in white and the signatures are shown in red.
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(a)
(b)
Fig. 5.7 (a) Subject 9’s overlay of its own template and signature, similarity value 0.2936,
(b) negative match of the signature of subject 9 to the template of subject 7 with a
similarity value of 0.3346
5.2.5 Similarity Results for Matching the Fourth Signature Set to Templates
In table 5.5 we have listed the similarity values for

→

, matching the fourth set

of signatures to the templates. The diagonal values in this table range from 0.3179 to
0.5252. in this case we notice that there is only one negative match, the third signature of
subject 4 was matched to subject 12, and subjects 1-3, 5-12 were positively matched.
In figure 5.8 we show the overlay of the template and signature corresponding to a
positive match for subjects 6, 3 ,and 12; these subjects had the highest similarity values in
table 5.5, [0.5252, 0.4986, 0.4955] respectively. The templates are shown in white and the
signatures are shown in red.
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→ , where A is the fourth signature set,
Table 5.5 Similarity values for
and B is a template. Accuracy 92.31%.
Subj01 Subj02 Subj03 Subj04 Subj05 Subj06
T-Subj01
0.4280 0.2845 0.3364 0.2871 0.3195 0.3061
T-Subj02
0.2234 0.4113 0.2059 0.2284 0.2698 0.2492
T-Subj03
0.2555 0.2648 0.4986 0.2651 0.2619 0.2693
T-Subj04
0.3002 0.2800 0.2954 0.3179 0.2923 0.3247
T-Subj05
0.3443 0.2824 0.2821 0.3231 0.4437 0.2977
T-Subj06
0.3777 0.3364 0.3114 0.3319 0.3621 0.5252
T-Subj07
0.3246 0.2887 0.3090 0.3033 0.3021 0.3339
T-Subj08
0.3360 0.2933 0.2844 0.2899 0.2862 0.3375
T-Subj09
0.2913 0.3075 0.2615 0.3059 0.2997 0.3060
T-Subj10
0.2318 0.3132 0.3120 0.3089 0.2502 0.2551
T-Subj11
0.2157 0.2983 0.1925 0.2387 0.2616 0.2346
T-Subj12
0.3344 0.2654 0.3170 0.3348 0.3011 0.3092
T-Subj13
0.2491 0.2847 0.2469 0.2889 0.2401 0.2579

T-Subj01
T-Subj02
T-Subj03
T-Subj04
T-Subj05
T-Subj06
T-Subj07
T-Subj08
T-Subj09
T-Subj10
T-Subj11
T-Subj12
T-Subj13

Subj07
0.2660
0.2043
0.2809
0.2867
0.2481
0.2658
0.3828
0.2871
0.2275
0.2308
0.1631
0.2798
0.2790

Subj08
0.2925
0.2268
0.2536
0.3037
0.3061
0.3070
0.3180
0.3695
0.2648
0.2392
0.2008
0.2965
0.2526

Subj09
0.3144
0.2805
0.2701
0.2991
0.3245
0.3142
0.3251
0.2867
0.4330
0.2891
0.2723
0.3229
0.2927
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Subj10
0.2737
0.2506
0.2892
0.3095
0.2486
0.3135
0.3181
0.3013
0.2723
0.3849
0.2553
0.3030
0.3046

Subj11
0.2747
0.3192
0.2468
0.3003
0.2983
0.3406
0.3484
0.2729
0.3133
0.3330
0.4568
0.2939
0.2726

Subj12
0.3222
0.2038
0.2668
0.2605
0.2804
0.2943
0.3162
0.3023
0.2773
0.2703
0.1963
0.4955
0.2566

Subj13
0.2321
0.1694
0.2151
0.2962
0.2101
0.2748
0.3454
0.2895
0.2375
0.2435
0.1652
0.2897
0.3757

(a)
(b)
(c)
Fig. 5.8 Overlay of template (white) and signature (red) for positive match (a) subject 12,
(b) subject 4, and (c) subject 6, similarity values of [0.5252, 0.4986, 0.4955], respectively
In figure 5.9 we present the overlay of the template and signature for the negative match
of subject 4. In this case figure 5.9a shows the overlay of the template and signature of
subject 4, similarity value is 0.3179. Figure 5.9b shows the overlay for the template of
subject 12 to which the signature of subject 4 was negatively matched with a similarity
value of 0.3348. The templates are shown in white and the signatures are shown in red.

(a)
(b)
Fig. 5.9 (a) Subject 4’s overlay of its own template and signature, similarity value 0.3179,
(b) negative match of the signature of subject 9 to the template of subject 12 with a
similarity value of 0.3348
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5.3 Inter-Subject Results for Diffused Template and Signature
The similarity measure values presented in this section are given in tables 5.6 – 5.10. The
similarity values in these tables were obtained by using diffused templates and diffused
signatures. Tables 5.6-5-10 are arranged in the same fashion as the tables in section 5.2.
5.3.1 Similarity Results for Matching Diffused Templates
→

Table 5.6 shows the similarity values

, all the diagonal values are equal to

one, the thirteen subjects were positively matched using templates with thicker features
thus attaining an accuracy rate of 100%.
In figure 5.10a we present the overlay of diffused template for subject 1 with its own
template, and in figure 5.10b we present the overlay of the diffused template for subject 1
in white and the diffused template for subject 2 in red.
Table 5.6 Similarity values for

T-Subj01
T-Subj02
T-Subj03
T-Subj04
T-Subj05
T-Subj06
T-Subj07
T-Subj08
T-Subj09
T-Subj10
T-Subj11
T-Subj12
T-Subj13

Subj01
1.0000
0.2562
0.4169
0.3514
0.3694
0.4412
0.3723
0.4411
0.3146
0.3376
0.2642
0.4240
0.3180

→ , where A and B are diffused templates.
Accuracy 100%
Subj02 Subj03 Subj04 Subj05 Subj06
0.3532 0.4230 0.3506 0.3952 0.4204
1.0000 0.2498 0.2821 0.3150 0.2943
0.2865 1.0000 0.3052 0.3008 0.3407
0.3411 0.3135 1.0000 0.3698 0.3982
0.3490 0.3196 0.3664 1.0000 0.4154
0.3911 0.3791 0.4069 0.4400 1.0000
0.3504 0.3938 0.3666 0.3529 0.3877
0.3844 0.3630 0.3881 0.3689 0.4154
0.3422 0.2890 0.3840 0.3510 0.3329
0.3629 0.3764 0.3233 0.2903 0.3255
0.3795 0.2280 0.2281 0.2942 0.2593
0.3140 0.3902 0.3325 0.3590 0.3697
0.3457 0.2824 0.3884 0.2920 0.3182
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T-Subj01
T-Subj02
T-Subj03
T-Subj04
T-Subj05
T-Subj06
T-Subj07
T-Subj08
T-Subj09
T-Subj10
T-Subj11
T-Subj12
T-Subj13

Subj07
0.2914
0.2342
0.3198
0.3014
0.2464
0.3167
1.0000
0.3472
0.2836
0.3109
0.2299
0.3191
0.3414

Subj08
0.4354
0.3182
0.3150
0.3899
0.3546
0.4213
0.3915
1.0000
0.2983
0.3346
0.2179
0.3204
0.3780

Subj09
0.3522
0.3163
0.2998
0.4014
0.3827
0.4056
0.3867
0.3560
1.0000
0.3139
0.2762
0.3571
0.3190

Subj10
0.3812
0.3572
0.3860
0.3346
0.3041
0.3727
0.3827
0.3590
0.3107
1.0000
0.3111
0.3585
0.3097

Subj11
0.3412
0.4319
0.2894
0.3184
0.3546
0.3554
0.3939
0.3004
0.4108
0.4003
1.0000
0.3040
0.2769

Subj12
0.4019
0.2585
0.3421
0.3152
0.3320
0.3690
0.3866
0.3208
0.3400
0.3268
0.2197
1.0000
0.3567

Subj13
0.3281
0.3067
0.2648
0.3845
0.2879
0.3293
0.3940
0.4042
0.2870
0.3008
0.1767
0.3657
1.0000

(a)
(b)
Fig. 5.10 Overlay of diffused template of (a) subject 1 to its own template and (b) subject
1 template (white) to the template of subject 2 (red)
5.3.2 Similarity Results for Matching Diffused First Signature Set to Templates
Table 5.7 we have listed the similarity values for

→

, matching the first set of

diffused signatures to the diffused templates. The diagonal values in this table range from
0.3527 to 0.7569. Twelve subjects were correctly matched , subjects 1-12; subject 13 was
negatively matched to subject 12. We obtained an accuracy rate of 92.31 %.
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→ , where A is a diffused signature, and B is
Table 5.7 Similarity values
a diffused template. Accuracy 92.31%
Subj01 Subj02 Subj03 Subj04 Subj05 Subj06
T-Subj01
0.6006 0.3467 0.4189 0.3641 0.3924 0.3801
T-Subj02
0.2601 0.5091 0.2446 0.2461 0.2752 0.2643
T-Subj03
0.3764 0.3331 0.5997 0.3190 0.3383 0.3379
T-Subj04
0.3214 0.3302 0.3385 0.6466 0.4121 0.3711
T-Subj05
0.3334 0.3287 0.2875 0.3721 0.5044 0.4134
T-Subj06
0.3727 0.3776 0.3646 0.4263 0.4567 0.6407
T-Subj07
0.3742 0.3390 0.3696 0.3598 0.3625 0.3863
T-Subj08
0.3839 0.3473 0.3489 0.4132 0.3675 0.4100
T-Subj09
0.2659 0.3433 0.2726 0.3512 0.2974 0.3361
T-Subj10
0.3333 0.3534 0.3796 0.3166 0.3293 0.3121
T-Subj11
0.2264 0.3551 0.2436 0.1887 0.2748 0.2533
T-Subj12
0.4331 0.3391 0.3286 0.3737 0.3694 0.3763
T-Subj13
0.3047 0.3310 0.3288 0.3375 0.3584 0.3280

T-Subj01
T-Subj02
T-Subj03
T-Subj04
T-Subj05
T-Subj06
T-Subj07
T-Subj08
T-Subj09
T-Subj10
T-Subj11
T-Subj12
T-Subj13

Subj07
0.2786
0.1959
0.3128
0.3076
0.2339
0.2990
0.5144
0.3073
0.2393
0.2888
0.1536
0.2853
0.3286

Subj08
0.3354
0.2466
0.3109
0.3553
0.3423
0.3437
0.3980
0.5807
0.2914
0.3036
0.2242
0.3983
0.3646

Subj09
0.3528
0.2357
0.2950
0.3793
0.3857
0.4243
0.3780
0.3407
0.5295
0.2752
0.2930
0.3721
0.3453

Subj10
0.3322
0.3650
0.3467
0.2982
0.3193
0.3664
0.3827
0.3379
0.2905
0.5319
0.2315
0.3723
0.3050

Subj11
0.2944
0.4263
0.3141
0.3157
0.3165
0.3739
0.3805
0.3360
0.3104
0.3463
0.4332
0.3126
0.2886

Subj12
0.3915
0.2320
0.3176
0.3023
0.3335
0.3462
0.3783
0.3143
0.3507
0.2994
0.2032
0.7569
0.3107

Subj13
0.3422
0.1922
0.2972
0.2843
0.3196
0.3242
0.3544
0.3667
0.2688
0.3060
0.2166
0.3764
0.3527

In figure 5.11 we show the overlay of the diffused template and signature corresponding to
a positive match for subjects 12, 4 ,and 6; these subjects had the highest similarity values
in table 5.7, [0.7569, 0.6466, 0.6407] respectively. The templates are shown in white and
the signatures are shown in red.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Fig. 5.11 Overlay of diffused template (white) and signature (red) for positive match (a)
subject 12, (b) subject 4, and (c) subject 6, similarity values [0.7569, 0.6466, 0.6407]
respectively
In figure 5.12 we present the overlay of the diffused template and signature for the
negative match of subject 13. Figure 5.12a shows the overlay of the diffused template and
signature of subject 13, similarity value is 0.3527. Figure 5.12b shows the overlay for the
diffused template of subject 12 to which the diffused signature of subject 4 was negatively
matched, similarity value of 0.3764. The templates are shown in white and the signatures
are shown in red.

(a)
(b)
Fig. 5.12 (a) Subject 13 overlay of its own diffused template and signature, similarity
value 0.3527, (b) negative match subject 13 to the template of subject 12, similarity value
of 0.3764.
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5.3.3 Similarity Results for Matching Diffused Second Signature Set to Templates
In table 5.8 we have listed the similarity values for

→

, matching the second set

of diffused signatures to the diffused templates. The diagonal values in this table range
from 0.3081 to 0.7356. In this case subjects 1, 2, 4-8, and 10-13 are positively matched,
whereas subjects 3 and 9 are matched to subjects 12 and 6 respectively. We obtained an
accuracy rate of 84.61%.
In figure 5.13 we show the overlay of the diffused template and signature corresponding to
a positive match for subjects 12, 6 ,and 1; these subjects had the highest similarity values
in table 5.8, [0.7356, 0.7129, 0.5479] respectively. The templates are shown in white and
the signatures are shown in red.
Table 5.8 Similarity values for
→ , where A is the diffused signature,
and B is a diffused template. Accuracy 84.61%
Subj01 Subj02 Subj03 Subj04 Subj05 Subj06
T-Subj01
0.5479 0.3037 0.3967 0.3602 0.4016 0.3771
T-Subj02
0.2910 0.4615 0.2569 0.2362 0.2670 0.2838
T-Subj03
0.3497 0.2813 0.3163 0.2828 0.3175 0.3456
T-Subj04
0.2919 0.3537 0.3535 0.5368 0.3788 0.3930
T-Subj05
0.3236 0.3517 0.3217 0.3596 0.5320 0.4322
T-Subj06
0.4042 0.3837 0.3622 0.4235 0.4024 0.7129
T-Subj07
0.3986 0.3333 0.3937 0.3682 0.3598 0.4061
T-Subj08
0.4395 0.3290 0.3677 0.4286 0.3453 0.4008
T-Subj09
0.3129 0.3270 0.3215 0.3338 0.3329 0.3226
T-Subj10
0.3652 0.3815 0.3010 0.3108 0.3065 0.2958
T-Subj11
0.2182 0.3181 0.2449 0.1851 0.2702 0.2251
T-Subj12
0.3927 0.3301 0.4249 0.3714 0.3749 0.3889
T-Subj13
0.3373 0.3269 0.3227 0.3227 0.2978 0.3015
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T-Subj01
T-Subj02
T-Subj03
T-Subj04
T-Subj05
T-Subj06
T-Subj07
T-Subj08
T-Subj09
T-Subj10
T-Subj11
T-Subj12
T-Subj13

Subj07
0.2746
0.2439
0.3151
0.3115
0.2492
0.3181
0.5363
0.3321
0.2642
0.3181
0.1778
0.3025
0.3333

Subj08
0.3270
0.2379
0.3280
0.3617
0.3454
0.3418
0.4032
0.5358
0.2815
0.2916
0.2224
0.3899
0.3686

Subj09
0.2714
0.3624
0.2416
0.3005
0.3129
0.3776
0.3421
0.3013
0.3081
0.2980
0.2904
0.3237
0.2901

Subj10
0.3011
0.3391
0.3507
0.3147
0.3183
0.3586
0.3940
0.3402
0.2925
0.5357
0.2375
0.3919
0.2800

Subj11
0.3188
0.4078
0.3329
0.2986
0.3440
0.3706
0.3812
0.3210
0.3163
0.3857
0.4328
0.3244
0.3044

Subj12
0.4101
0.2381
0.3075
0.3187
0.3472
0.3684
0.3714
0.3255
0.3379
0.2819
0.2250
0.7356
0.3218

Subj13
0.3288
0.2617
0.3453
0.3388
0.3700
0.2996
0.3960
0.4041
0.3253
0.3001
0.2124
0.3459
0.4311

(a)
(b)
(c)
Fig. 5.13 Overlay of diffused template (white) and signature (red) for positive match (a)
subject 12, (b) subject 6, and (c) subject 1, with similarity values [0.7356, 0.7129, 0.5479]
respectively
In figure 5.14 we present the overlay of the diffused template and signature for the
negative match of subject 3. Figure 5.14a shows the overlay of the diffused template and
signature of subject 3, similarity value is 0.3163. Figure 5.14b shows the overlay for the
diffused template of subject 12 to which the diffused signature of subject 3 was negatively
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matched with similarity value of 0.4249. The templates are shown in white and the
signatures are shown in red.

(a)
(b)
Fig. 5.14 (a) Subject 3 overlay of its own diffused template and signature, similarity value
0.3163, (b) negative match subject 3 to the template of subject 12, similarity value of
0.4249
5.3.4

Similarity Results for Matching Diffused Third Signature Set to Templates

In table 5.9 we have listed the similarity values for

→

, matching the third set of

diffused signatures to the diffused templates. The diagonal values range from
0.3026-0.6799. In this case subject 9 was matched to subject 7, the other 12 subjects were
matched

correctly. We obtained an accuracy rate of 92.31%.

In figure 5.15 we show the overlay of the diffused template and signature corresponding to
a positive match for subjects 12, 5, and 6; these subjects had the highest similarity values
in table 5.9, [0.6799, 0.5787, 0.5733] respectively. The templates are shown in white and
the signatures are shown in red.
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→ , where A is a diffused signature, and B is
Table 5.9 Similarity values
a diffused template. Accuracy 92.31%.
Subj01 Subj02 Subj03 Subj04 Subj05 Subj06
T-Subj01
0.5273 0.3080 0.3751 0.3343 0.3552 0.3440
T-Subj02
0.3162 0.5159 0.2539 0.2770 0.3247 0.3410
T-Subj03
0.3035 0.2741 0.4769 0.3426 0.2942 0.3028
T-Subj04
0.3409 0.3278 0.3407 0.5922 0.3240 0.3797
T-Subj05
0.4136 0.3134 0.2931 0.3269 0.5787 0.3579
T-Subj06
0.4330 0.3669 0.3524 0.3783 0.3960 0.5733
T-Subj07
0.3690 0.3313 0.4063 0.3687 0.3796 0.3795
T-Subj08
0.3703 0.3452 0.3316 0.4115 0.3305 0.3860
T-Subj09
0.3641 0.3033 0.3044 0.3397 0.3526 0.3383
T-Subj10
0.3037 0.3598 0.3185 0.3626 0.2726 0.3181
T-Subj11
0.2499 0.3403 0.1983 0.2494 0.3011 0.2722
T-Subj12
0.4248 0.3295 0.4136 0.3155 0.3390 0.3634
T-Subj13
0.2911 0.3203 0.2822 0.3691 0.2890 0.3307

T-Subj01
T-Subj02
T-Subj03
T-Subj04
T-Subj05
T-Subj06
T-Subj07
T-Subj08
T-Subj09
T-Subj10
T-Subj11
T-Subj12
T-Subj13

Subj07
0.2791
0.2131
0.3055
0.2771
0.2351
0.2525
0.4874
0.3209
0.2934
0.2821
0.1873
0.3529
0.3438

Subj08
0.3264
0.2538
0.3086
0.3454
0.2831
0.3475
0.3745
0.4684
0.3126
0.2983
0.2742
0.3834
0.3118

Subj09
0.2749
0.1914
0.2381
0.2815
0.2603
0.2720
0.4072
0.2750
0.3026
0.2196
0.1685
0.3322
0.2644
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Subj10
0.2835
0.2730
0.3717
0.3031
0.2962
0.3399
0.3672
0.3348
0.2748
0.4373
0.2985
0.3713
0.2823

Subj11
0.3088
0.3541
0.3052
0.3000
0.3354
0.3320
0.3601
0.3032
0.3246
0.3735
0.4449
0.3185
0.2862

Subj12
0.3643
0.2576
0.3091
0.3280
0.3674
0.3759
0.3766
0.3110
0.3391
0.2896
0.1854
0.6799
0.3271

Subj13
0.2720
0.2249
0.2913
0.3138
0.2506
0.2821
0.4055
0.3241
0.2597
0.2876
0.2032
0.3330
0.4331

(a)
(b)
(c)
Fig. 5.15 Overlay of diffused template (white) and signature (red) for positive match (a)
subject 12, (b) subject 5, and (c) subject 6, with similarity values [0.6799, 0.5787, 0.5733]
respectively
In figure 5.16 we present the overlay of the diffused template and signature for the
negative match of subject 9. Figure 5.16a shows the overlay of the diffused template and
signature of subject 9, similarity value is 0.3026. Figure 5.16b shows the overlay for the
diffused template of subject 7 to which the diffused signature of subject 9 was negatively
matched with similarity value of 0.4072. The templates are shown in white and the
signatures are shown in red.

(a)
(b)
Fig. 5.16 (a) Subject 9 overlay of its own diffused template and signature, similarity value
0.3026, (b) negative match subject 9 to the template of subject 7, similarity value of
0.4072
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5.3.5

Similarity Results for Matching Diffused Fourth Signature Set to Templates
→

In table 5.10 the similarity values for

are given. The diagonal values range

from 0.3895-0.6240. In this case subject 4 was matched to subject 6; the other 12 subjects
were positively matched. We obtained an accuracy rate of 92.31%.
→ , A is diffused signature, and B is a
Table 5.10 Similarity values
diffused template. Accuracy 92.31%
Subj01 Subj02 Subj03 Subj04 Subj05 Subj06
T-Subj01
0.5436 0.3528 0.3920 0.3359 0.3789 0.3931
T-Subj02
0.2715 0.5279 0.2620 0.2445 0.2570 0.3338
T-Subj03
0.3469 0.3170 0.5691 0.3157 0.3016 0.2760
T-Subj04
0.3631 0.3380 0.3060 0.3895 0.3469 0.3445
T-Subj05
0.4479 0.3510 0.2899 0.3982 0.5674 0.3589
T-Subj06
0.4403 0.4075 0.3687 0.4389 0.4519 0.6362
T-Subj07
0.3750 0.3325 0.3705 0.3417 0.3390 0.3898
T-Subj08
0.4009 0.3545 0.3387 0.3571 0.3357 0.3989
T-Subj09
0.3238 0.3383 0.2336 0.3332 0.3155 0.3500
T-Subj10
0.3243 0.3628 0.3097 0.3406 0.2624 0.3146
T-Subj11
0.2404 0.3506 0.2245 0.2825 0.2646 0.2228
T-Subj12
0.4138 0.3274 0.3602 0.4146 0.3419 0.3737
T-Subj13
0.2821 0.3161 0.2784 0.3247 0.2616 0.3346

T-Subj01
T-Subj02
T-Subj03
T-Subj04
T-Subj05
T-Subj06
T-Subj07
T-Subj08
T-Subj09
T-Subj10
T-Subj11
T-Subj12
T-Subj13

Subj07
0.3697
0.2981
0.2817
0.3010
0.3619
0.3478
0.4542
0.3240
0.3520
0.3122
0.2792
0.3895
0.3354

Subj08
0.3691
0.2316
0.3423
0.3705
0.3759
0.3455
0.3669
0.4504
0.3198
0.2686
0.2000
0.3761
0.3095

Subj09
0.3896
0.2860
0.2938
0.3576
0.4230
0.3952
0.3783
0.3373
0.5058
0.3060
0.2845
0.3769
0.3457
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Subj10
0.3053
0.3011
0.3600
0.3627
0.2732
0.3716
0.3768
0.3571
0.2960
0.4933
0.2612
0.3762
0.3200

Subj11
0.3302
0.4065
0.2827
0.3436
0.3623
0.3979
0.4036
0.3293
0.3700
0.3930
0.5327
0.3487
0.2942

Subj12
0.3936
0.2359
0.3236
0.3369
0.3176
0.3824
0.3777
0.3542
0.3454
0.3433
0.2089
0.6240
0.2928

Subj13
0.2750
0.2154
0.2894
0.3236
0.2340
0.2975
0.4139
0.3224
0.2519
0.2709
0.2035
0.3228
0.4338

In figure 5.17 we show the overlay of the diffused template and signature corresponding to
a positive match for subjects 6, 12, and 3; these subjects had the highest similarity values
in table 5.10, [0.6362, 0.6240, 0.5691] respectively. The templates are shown in white and
the signatures are shown in red.

(a)
(b)
(c)
Fig. 5.17 Overlay of diffused template (white) and signature (red) for positive match (a)
subject , (6b) subject 12, and (c) subject 3, with similarity values [0.6362, 0.6240, 0.5691]
respectively.
In figure 5.18 we present the overlay of the diffused template and signature for the
negative match of subject 4. Figure 5.18a shows the overlay of the diffused template and
signature of subject 4, similarity value is 0.3895. Figure 5.18b shows the overlay for the
diffused template of subject 6 to which the diffused signature of subject 4 was negatively
matched with similarity value of 0.4389. The templates are shown in white and the
signatures are shown in red.
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(a)
(b)
Fig. 5.18 (a) Subject 4 overlay of its own diffused template and signature, similarity value
0.3895, (b) negative match of subject 4 signature to the template of subject 6, similarity
value of 0.4389
5.3.5 Similarity Results for Matching Signatures to Modified Templates
The results in this section present the similarity accuracies obtained from matching the
skeletonized signatures to a modified template. In section 3.2.3 the methodology to obtain
a template was explained in detail, in the modified method for this section we use three
signatures per subject to obtain the template. In order to match a signature to a template
the excluded signature from the template creation process is used as the testing signature,
thus we obtained 4 different templates and 4 similarity measure value tables. The images
in figure 5.19 show the overlay of the new template (white) and the testing signature (red)
for one subject in our database. The label T123-S4 refers to the template being created
with signatures 1, 2, and 3 while signature 4 is used as the non-reference image when
applying the similarity measure, the rest of the images in figure 5.19 are labeled in a
similar fashion.
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(a) T234-S1

(b) T134-S2

(c) T124-S3
(d) T123-S4
Fig. 5.19 Overlay of signatures and modified templates of subject 1
Note how the modified templates change slightly depending on the signatures used to
create it. The accuracy results for this experiment are shown in table 5.11 which also
contains the results obtained previously with a template created using four signatures.
Table 5.11 Accuracy for matching signatures to templates created using 3
signatures (Template-3S) and 4 signatures (Template-4S). Templates and
signatures are skeletonized.
S1
S2
S3
S4
Avg.
92.31%
61.54%
84.62%
92.31%
82.69%
Template-3S
92.31%
76.92%
92.31%
92.31%
88.46%
Template-4S
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The accuracy values decreased on average by 5.77% when three signatures were used to
create the template. The accuracy dropped most significantly when using signatures 1,3,
and 4 to create the template and the signature set 2 was used for matching. The drop in the
accuracy was expected as the information of the testing signature is no longer contained in
the template.
The similarity measure was also applied to templates thickened using a rotationally
symmetric Gaussian low-pass filter of size 2 and with a 1.5 standard deviation. Using this
filter allows us to thicken the template to a width of 2 pixels. The templates created using 3
and 4 signatures were thickened using this Gaussian filter, the testing signature sets were
left in their skeletonized form. Figure 5.20 shows an example of the thicker template (white),
using 3 signatures, overlaid with the testing signature (red).

(a) T234-S1

(b) T134-S2
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(c) T124-S3

(d) T123-S4

Fig. 5.20 Overlay of two-pixels thick templates and skeletonized signatures for subject 1.
In figure 5.21 we present an example of a two-pixel thick template (white), created using 4
signatures, overlaid with the testing signature (red). The naming of images 5.21 a-c follow
the format T4-S1, in this case T4 means that the template was created using 4 signatures and
S1 denotes that signature 1 was used for testing.

(a) T4-S1

(b) T4-S2
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(c) T4-S3

(d) T4-S4

Fig. 5.21 Overlay of two-pixels thick templates and skeletonized signatures for subject 1
The accuracy results obtained for matching each skeletonized signature set to the two-pixels
thick templates are shown in table 5.12. The results show a small decrease in the accuracy
when the similarity measure is applied to the template created using three signatures. The
accuracy in this case was 82.69%, the same accuracy was obtained when both the template
and the signature are in their skeletonized form. However the accuracy obtained for the
combination of the two-pixel thick template, created using 4 signatures, and the
skeletonized signature is 84.62%. There is only a 1.93% accuracy difference in the results
obtained using a two-pixel thick template created with 4 signatures and a two-pixel thick
template created with 3 signatures, as it is shown in table 5.12.
Table 5.12 Accuracy values for matching skeletonized signatures to templates that
are 2 pixels thick
S1
S2
S3
S4
Avg.
92.31%
61.54%
84.62%
92.31%
82.69%
T-3 Signatures
92.31%
76.92%
76.92%
92.31%
84.62%
T-4 Signatures
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5.4 Intra-Subject Results
Intra-subject similarity values are given in tables 5.13 and 5.14 intra-subject results
correspond to the values found in the diagonal trace of tables 5.1-5.10. The similarity
values in table 5.13 are for skeletonized templates and signatures; corresponding to the
diagonal traces found in tables 5.1-5.5. The values shown in table 5.14 are for diffused
templates and signatures; corresponding to the diagonal traces found in tables 5.6-5.10.
For each signature set the diagonal trace is presented column-wise and ordered by subject
number. The template was always the reference image and the signature was the
non-reference image. The similarity values leading to a mismatch are in shown in red.
Table 5.13 Intra-subject similarity values. Skeletonized templates and signatures.
Signature Signature Signature Signature
Template
Set 1
Set 2
Set 3
Set 4
Subj01
1.0000
0.4957
0.4064
0.4190
0.4280
Subj02
1.0000
0.4115
0.3644
0.3898
0.4113
Subj03
1.0000
0.4635
0.3001
0.3883
0.4986
Subj04
1.0000
0.4916
0.4161
0.4606
0.3179
Subj05
1.0000
0.3740
0.3784
0.4502
0.4437
Subj06
1.0000
0.5043
0.5806
0.4556
0.5252
Subj07
1.0000
0.4178
0.4345
0.3836
0.3828
Subj08
1.0000
0.4648
0.4351
0.3771
0.3695
Subj09
1.0000
0.4354
0.2972
0.2936
0.4330
Subj10
1.0000
0.4416
0.4389
0.3565
0.3849
Subj11
1.0000
0.3376
0.3314
0.3810
0.4568
Subj12
1.0000
0.6158
0.5661
0.5132
0.4955
Subj13
1.0000
0.3097
0.3311
0.3711
0.3757
For each negative match in table 5.13 the same subject signature is negatively matched in
table 5.14, with the exception of subject 13 and his signature 2, this subject was correctly
matched using the diffused template and signature.
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Table 5.14 Intra-subject similarity values. Diffused templates and signatures.
Template Signature1 Signature2 Signature3 Signature4
Subj01
1.0000
0.6006
0.5479
0.5273
0.5436
Subj02
1.0000
0.5091
0.4615
0.5159
0.5279
Subj03
1.0000
0.5997
0.3163
0.4769
0.5691
Subj04
1.0000
0.6466
0.5368
0.5922
0.3895
Subj05
1.0000
0.5044
0.5320
0.5787
0.5674
Subj06
1.0000
0.6407
0.7129
0.5733
0.6362
Subj07
1.0000
0.5144
0.5363
0.4874
0.4542
Subj08
1.0000
0.5807
0.5358
0.4684
0.4504
Subj09
1.0000
0.5295
0.3081
0.3026
0.5058
Subj10
1.0000
0.5319
0.5357
0.4373
0.4933
Subj11
1.0000
0.4332
0.4328
0.4449
0.5327
Subj12
1.0000
0.7569
0.7356
0.6799
0.6240
Subj13
1.0000
0.3527
0.4311
0.4331
0.4338
In table 5.15 we present the percentage by which the similarity value increased by using
diffused templates and signatures, negatively matched subjects are shown in red. An
increase in the similarity value using diffused template and signatures does not translate in
a positive match.

T-Subj01
T-Subj02
T-Subj03
T-Subj04
T-Subj05
T-Subj06
T-Subj07
T-Subj08
T-Subj09
T-Subj10
T-Subj11
T-Subj12
T-Subj13

Table 5.15 Percentage increase on similarity values.
Signature1
Signature2
Signature3
Signature4
17.46 %
25.84 %
20.53 %
21.27 %
19.17 %
21.04 %
24.44 %
22.09 %
22.71 %
5.13 %
18.59 %
12.39 %
23.98 %
22.47 %
22.22 %
18.39 %
25.85 %
28.88 %
22.20 %
21.80 %
21.29 %
18.56 %
20.53 %
17.45 %
18.78 %
18.97 %
21.29 %
15.72 %
19.96 %
18.79 %
19.49 %
17.96 %
17.77 %
3.55 %
2.95 %
14.39 %
16.97 %
18.06 %
18.48 %
21.96 %
22.07 %
23.44 %
14.36 %
14.26 %
18.63 %
23.04 %
24.51 %
20.58 %
12.19 %
23.21 %
14.32 %
13.39 %
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Table 5.16 presents the overall results for the comparison of the signatures to the templates.
Four signatures for each subject were compared to the template and the average accuracy
of the match is reported for both the skeletonized and the diffused templates.
Table 5.16 Accuracy of matching for 4 distinct signatures taken at different time to
the skeletonized and diffused templates in the database using Euclidean distances
S-2
S-3
S-4
AVG.
Di , Euclidean S-1
σ
Accuracy
92.31% 76.92% 92.31% 92.31% 88.46% 7.69
(skeletonized)
Accuracy
92.31% 84.61% 92.31% 92.31% 90.39% 3.85
(diffused)
Until now, the results presented were obtained using the Euclidean-based similarity
measure in Eq. (4.1). We also calculated similarity values using the also well-known
Manhattan metric, in Eq. (4.1) we simply substituted the Euclidean metric for the
Manhattan metric, the procedure to calculate the similarity values was the same as
described in chapter 4, similar tables as those presented in sections 5.2 and 5.3 were
obtained. Table 5.17 presents the accuracy results obtained when comparing four
signatures taken over time with the templates in our database using the Manhattan
distance.
Table 5.17 Accuracy of matching for 4 distinct signatures taken at different time to
the skeletonized and diffused templates in the database using Manhattan distances
S-1
S-2
S-3
S-4
AVG.
Di,
σ
Manhattan
Accuracy
100% 76.92% 92.31% 92.31% 90.39% 9.68
(skeletonized)
Accuracy
100% 76.92% 92.31% 92.31% 90.39% 9.68
(diffused)
A paired two-tail student T-test was employed to determine if the accuracies obtained
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using the different distance methods are statistically different. It was found that the two
distance measures do not yield statistically different results (p =0.39).
In section 5.5 we present results obtained by performing experiments on the database
C-X1obtained from the Computer Vision Research Laboratory at the University of Notre
Dame [Flynn et al. 2003, Chen et al. 2003].
5.5 Similarity Results for the C-X1 Database
Once the merit of these similarity measures were confirmed within our database of
subjects, other experiments were then conducted involving subjects in the C-X1 database.
The thermal images in this database, which consisted of 83 subjects each with four
different poses, were collected using a Long-Wave Infrared (LWIR), non-cooled camera
from Indigo systems. We could have used the entire data set, but for illustrative purposes,
we first selected 6 different subjects and four thermal images for each. We applied the
already described feature extraction algorithm to these new thermal images. We created a
template from the facial signatures obtained for comparative purposes.
The challenge is viewed in this instance in the fact that the signatures obtained were in our
opinion too noisy and may include features that are not necessarily part of the facial
signature. Nonetheless our results are quite robust in including their database to prove the
validity of the proposed approach, including the merit of the similarity measure. Using the
Euclidean-based and Manhattan-based similarity measure we obtained results for
comparing the templates and signatures from the C-X1 data set to the templates in our
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database. When we compared template to template using the Euclidean- and
Manhattan-based similarity measure the template matching was 100% accurate and none
of the templates in our database were matched to the new templates from the C-X1
database and vice versa. However when it came to match signatures to templates the new
signatures were often mismatched with the templates in our database, the signatures in our
database were never matched to the C-X1 templates. Based on these observations and
results we chose randomly 25 subjects from the C-X1 database and generated thermal
signatures and templates for each subject, we proceeded to compute the similarity measure
for skeletonized template and signature matching in the same fashion as with the subjects
in our database. Table 5.18 presents the accuracy results obtained for skeletonized
signatures and templates using the Euclidean- and Manhattan-based similarity measure.
Table 5.18 Accuracy matching for 4 distinct skeletonized signature sets and
templates for 25 subjects in the C-X1 database.
S-1
S-2
S-3
S-4
AVG.
σ
Euclidean
84%
72%
64%
48%
67%
15.1
(skeletonized)
Manhattan
84%
68%
72%
56%
70%
11.55
(skeletonized)
The accuracy results for the subjects in the C-X1 database are lower than the accuracy
results obtained using our own database. The average accuracy for subjects in C-X1 is 67%
for the Euclidean-based similarity measure and 70% for the Manhattan-based similarity
measure, whereas the average accuracy for subjects in our database is 88.46% and 90.39%
for the Euclidean- and Manhattan-based similarity measure respectively. The mismatch is
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inherent in the quality of the images. In communication with this research group we were
informed that the images in C-X1 contain raw measurements values from the sensor.
Although the sensor is capable of being radio-metrically calibrated, the authors [Flynn et
al. 2003, Chen et al. 2003] did not attempt to establish lookup tables that compute
temperature from the sensor response, so the values provided in each LWIR thermograph
is treated as an arbitrary temperature-correlated unit. The data-set in C-X1 also lacks
non-uniformity correction (NUC), this is the correction of the non-uniform spread in gain
and offset of the FPA detectors. Our method relies on the temperatures detected on the
surface of the human skin so it is of great importance that calibration and NUC are
performed in the infrared system. Typical thermal signatures of the C-X1 database are
illustrated in figure 5.22 to demonstrate the complex nature of such signatures.

Fig. 5.22 Skeletonized signatures of two different subjects in C-X1.
In figure 5.23 we present two thermal signatures of subject 25 whose similarity results in a
positive match to its template
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Fig. 5.23 Thermal signatures of a subject in dataset C-X1 and whose similarity values
result in a positive match to its template
In figure 5.24 we present the overlay of the template and signature for the same subject as
in figure 5.23, the template is shown in white and the signature is shown in red.

Fig. 5.24 Overlay of thermal signature (red) of a subject in dataset C-X1 and whose
similarity values result in a positive match to its template (white)
Finally we present in figure 5.25 the overlay of the template and signature of subject 11
whose similarity value resulted in a negative match, in this case we present in figure 5.25a
the overlay the template and signature subject 11 in this case the similarity value was not
high enough to match the signature to its corresponding template, in figure 5.25b we
present the overlay of the signature of subject 11 and the template of subject 20 to which it
was matched due to having the highest similarity between template and signature.
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(a)
(b)
Fig. 5.25 Overlay of templates (white) and signatures (red) whose similarity values
produced a negative match. The signature in 5.25a and 5.25b is that of subject 11.
5.6 Validation of Similarity Values Using Principle Component Analysis
5.6.1 Introduction
The principal component analysis (PCA) is a statistical technique widely used in the fields
of pattern recognition, image compression, and decision making processes. In this study, it
will be used as a validation technique to verify the results obtained by the similarity
measure given in Eq. (4.1) but at the thermal images themselves rather than on the thermal
signatures as was previously done with the C-X1 database.
Using our own database we have grouped the thermal IR images in 4 groups, each group
is composed of 13 thermal IR images each one corresponding to a different subject. When
validating the similarity results for group one, which corresponds to the signature set 1,
group 1 was considered the testing data set, and the other three groups are considered the
training data set.
The main steps to perform the PCA are :
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1. Each thermal image was transformed into a 1D vector with n pixels, where n is
determined by MxN, and M, N are the dimensions of the images (in our case,
M=256, and N=320).
2. The k vectors from the training images were organized into a 2D matrix X, where
each vector constitutes a column xi in the matrix (X=[x1, x2, x3, …, xk]).
3. The mean vector m across all training images were computed, where
1/ ∑

.

4. The matrix X was centered by subtracting the mean as
,

,…,

.

5. The covariance matrix CX of X was calculated by

.

6. Once the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix CX were calculated, the
eigenvectors were sorted by the corresponding eigenvalues in a descending order
to obtain the eigenvectors.
7. Select the first q eigenvectors to form a feature basis E =[e1, e2, e3, …, eq].
8. Find the projections of each training image pi = ET(xi-m).
9. For the testing image, once it was transform to be a vector y, its projection is
determined by t =ET(yi-m).
10. Calculate the Euclidean distance by di = |t-pi|.
11. Among the distance [d1, d2, …, dk], find the minimum value ds, and the sth image in
the training set is determined as the recognition result for the testing image.
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5.6.2 Results Obtained Using PCA
The results obtained are shown in tables 5.19 – 5.22. The results for group 1 as the testing
data set using PCA are shown in table 5.5.1, this group corresponds to the signature set 1.
Table 5.18 PCA results for group 1 as the testing data set, q=2
Subject ID

1

2

3

4

5

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

Recognized
1
subject ID

2

3

4

5

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

When using group 1 as the testing data set we found that the minimum distance between
subject 13 and subject 12 is 0.12E10+5, which was not the minimum distance among all
subjects. Using PCA we found that the overall minimum distance, 0.024E10+5, was
obtained between thermal images of subject 13. The similarity value between subject 13
and subject 12 has the highest value, 0.3108 and 0.3764 for skeletonized and diffused
signature 1 (tables 5.2 and 5.7), thus incorrectly matching these two subjects.
The results for group 2 as the testing data set using PCA are shown in table 5.19, this
group corresponds to thermal IR signatures 2.
Table 5.19 PCA results for group 2 as the testing data set, q=6
Subject ID

1

2

3

4

5

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

Recognized
1
subject ID

2

3

4

5

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

Table 5.3 shows three cases in which subjects were incorrectly identified. The similarity
value in table 5.3 between subject 3 and subject 12 has the highest value 0.3541, using
PCA subject 3 has a minimum distance of 3.14E10+5 to subject 12, which was not the
minimum distance among all subjects. The overall minimum PCA value 0.0078E10+5 was
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obtained between thermal images of subject 3.
The similarity measure in table 5.3 between subject 9 and subject 2 has the highest value,
0.3233, using PCA subject 9 has a minimum distance 3.07E10+5 to subject 12, which was
not the minimum distance among all subjects. The overall minimum 0.0018E10+5 was
obtained between thermal images of subject 9.
The similarity value in table 5.3 between subject 13 and subject 7 has the highest value,
0.3356, using PCA subject 13 has a minimum distance 0.17E10+6 to subject 7, which was
not the minimum distance among all subjects. The overall minimum 0.018E10+6 was
obtained between thermal images of subject 13.
Table 5.8 shows two cases for which the thermal IR signature was incorrectly matched to
its template, subject 3 and subject 9, these results cannot be confirmed through PCA
validation. The PCA value for subject 3, it is the same as the case described above.
The similarity value in table 5.8 between subject 9 and subject 6 has the highest
value,0.3776, using PCA subject 9 has a minimum distance 1.66E10+5 to subject 6, which
was not the minimum distance among all subjects. The overall minimum 0.0018E10+5
was obtained between thermal images of subject 9.
The results for group 3 as the testing data set using PCA are shown in table 5.20.
Table 5.20 PCA results for group 3 as the testing data set, q=6
Subject ID 1
Recognized
1
subject ID

2

3

4

5

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

2

3

4

5

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

Using PCA subject 9 has a minimum distance value of 0.67E10+6 to subject 7, which was
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not the minimum distance among all subjects. The overall minimum distance value of
0.0006E10+6 was obtained between thermal images of subject 9. The similarity value
between subject 9 and subject 7 is the highest in table 5.4 and 5.9, 0.3346 and 0.4072
respectively, these matching results cannot be replicated through PCA validation. The
results for group 4 as the testing data set using PCA are shown in table 5.21.
Table 5.21 PCA results for group 4 as the testing data set, q=8
Subject ID

1

2

3

4

5

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

Recognized
subject ID

1

2

3

4

5

7

8

9

10

11

13

13

Using similarity measure subject 4 is matched to subject 12 in table 5.5. Using PCA we
find that subject 4 has a minimum distance 3.778E10+5 to subject 12, which was not the
minimum distance among all subjects. The overall minimum 0.0065E10+5 was obtained
between thermal images of subject 4. The similarity value in table 5.5 between subject 4
and subject 12 has the highest value, 0.3348.
Using similarity measure subject 4 is matched to subject 6 in table 5.10. Using PCA we
find that subject 4 has a minimum distance 1.405E10+5 to subject 6, which was not the
minimum distance among all subjects. The overall minimum 0.0065E10+5 was obtained
between thermal images of subject 4. The similarity value between subject 4 and subject 6
has the highest value, 0.4389. When using group 4 as the testing data subject 12 was
identified as subject 13 by PCA, while the similarity measure method correctly matched
subject 12 in table 5.10. In cases in which PCA and the similarity measure method do not
agree it is necessary to have other validation methods, such as manual inspection.
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CHAPTER 6
Conclusion and Future Work
The dissertation presented a novel approach for biometric facial recognition based on
extracting features using thermal mid-wave infrared imaging. The approach used
localized-contouring algorithms to segment the images of the face of the person and FSL
for image registration. A morphological image processing technique was developed to
extract the features from the thermal images, which were matched using a similarity
measure based on the well known Euclidean and Manhattan metrics.
Thirteen subjects were used to create an in-house database and we successfully obtained
the thermal infrared signatures and templates for the subjects using the proposed technique.
The matching using the Euclidean-based similarity measure showed 88.46% accuracy for
skeletonized feature signatures and 90.39% accuracy for diffused feature signatures. The
matching using the Manhattan-based similarity measure showed 90.39% accuracy for both
skeletonized and diffused feature signatures. Such high accuracies in the matching process
clearly demonstrate the ability of the developed thermal infrared feature extraction and the
distance-based similarity measure for accurate, low cost and effective subject matching.
It has been demonstrated that by using diffused versions of the signatures and templates
results yielded an 18.9% improvement in the similarity measures. This is a significant
improvement in the similarities measures however a significant improvement on the
detection accuracy was not achieved. Higher similarity measures are always essential in
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biometric matching processes and hence the diffused version of the matching process
might be useful. However, if the system is aimed to be more restrictive and stringent the
skeletonized version would be useful. The developed system creates highly distinct
templates for the subject which contributes to the high accuracies in the results.
Other studies using thermal images have shown similar accuracies however they do not
create time invariant templates as generated here. Our technique, which involved
generation of a feature template by combining various images taken over time, ensures
that minute changes in the vasculature over time may not impede in the matching process.
The results section also demonstrated that the developed technique resulted in statistically
indifferent results when different distance measures are used for the similarity technique.
This shows that the signatures and the templates generated using the approach are robust
enough so that any other similarity measures may also be employed.
The generalized structure of the proposed approach together with the uniqueness in the
way thermal signature templates were generated and the similarity measure was
formulated allows this approach to extend to other thermal images and databases. Caution
should be taken however on what really constitutes a thermal pixel that is assumed to
belong to the vasculature or at least be consistent through time using several thermal
images. Thermal infrared image databases are available for research but the image quality
in these databases is unsuitable for our purpose due to the lack of non-uniformity
correction performed before gathering images which leads to erroneous feature extraction,
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other databases provide images of subjects in the outdoors and who are too far away from
the camera to be able to extract a meaningful facial signature. Since these databases were
not collected with the purpose of extracting features such as facial blood vessels patterns,
future work would be to obtain a greater number of subjects to build a larger database for
testing the algorithm.
The results also show that what is important in matching the thermal facial signature of a
subject using a similarity measure is the ranking of the values. Also, PCA was used for
validating the results of the similarity measure process. The validation provided good
results with perfect matching in most of the cases. In cases where the validation provided
results different from the ones obtained by the proposed approach, human intervention for
the identification purpose is suggested.
Future work may also include the development of other image registration algorithms for
improved and even more accurate registration than those acquired by FSL to increase the
similarity values. Although finger print matching techniques have been used in the past for
thermal feature matching, the deployment of such techniques on the present dataset must
be accomplished to see if an improvement in the matching accuracy can be obtained. A
graphical user interface (GUI) could also be developed in the future to assist in the thermal
feature matching process.
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